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DISCLAIMER
This Study is based on data and information provided by Namibian electricity distribution
licensees to the Electricity Control Board (ECB). The ECB made such data and information
available to the Consultant. Consequently, neither the Consultant nor any of the Consultant’s
associates, employees or external agents make any representation or warranty, express or
implied, as to the currency, accuracy, reliability or completeness of any such data and
information. The accuracy of the findings, recommendations and interpretations arising from this
Study rely on the data and information provided. The Consultant has applied all reasonable care
to review, use and analyse the data and information provided, and has as part of the analysis
process adopted various assumptions and discretionary allocations. Neither the Consultant nor
any employee, associates or sub-contracted entity or their personnel accept any liability of any
nature in respect of the data and information on which this Study is based, including the findings,
recommendations and interpretations as set out in this Study, including any omissions and/or
errors therein. Any person or entity using this Study and the information contained therein is doing
so entirely at their own risk.
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Executive Summary
Background
In January 2018, the Electricity Control Board (ECB) commissioned EMCON Consulting Group in
association with VO Consulting and Africa Power Ventures to undertake the National Electricity
Tariff Study for the Electricity Distribution Industry.
The Study comprises of three phases, namely
1. Phase 1, which saw the review of the current distribution tariff methodology and
comparison to regional and international approaches. It comprised of an assessment of
the successes, challenges and risks associated with the implementation of the 2001
National Tariff Study, focusing on the electricity distribution sector only. It included a
quantitative analysis of data from 20 distribution licensees representing more than 95% of
Namibia’s electricity distribution industry in terms of turnover and customer numbers.
Phase 1 concluded with recommendations on how current distribution tariff challenges
and weaknesses are to be addressed.
2. Phase 2, as described in this Report, entails a detailed examination of distributor costs and
the formulation of tariff transition paths for the country’s electricity distribution entities.
3. Phase 3, which will see the refinement and update of regulatory instruments applied in the
electricity distribution industry, based on the outcomes of the first two phases of the Study.
Introduction
The 2001 National Tariff Study determined the tariff setting philosophy, methodologies, and
approaches that are currently in use throughout Namibia’s electricity industry. The
implementation of the recommendations of the 2001 Study served the local electricity industry
well, bringing consistency, stability, and financial viability to Namibia’s electricity utilities.
However, after more than 15 years, it is evident that the methodologies introduced in the 2001
Study need a thorough review, especially in view of the multitude of changes that have taken
place since 2001, and the challenges faced by the country’s electricity industry today.
Rationale
There is consensus across the electricity industry that the fundamentals underpinning the cost of
supply of grid electricity have dramatically changed since the early 2000’s. This implies that the
pricing approach for grid electricity must be revised, to future-proof the methodology to continue
to best meet the changing Namibian realities. This is what the present Study sets out to do.

Purpose
This Report presents the findings of an in-depth examination of the cost of supply of the main
entities operating in Namibia’s electricity distribution industry (EDI). Based on the findings, the
current tariff methodology is updated, and 5-year tariff transition paths are developed for the
electricity distribution industry as a whole and the individual EDI licensees.

Approach
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An Excel spreadsheet model was developed, capturing all relevant cost components
contributing to the revenue requirement of individual EDI licensees. Data used in the model is
from distribution entities’ ORMs, from NENA datasets as well as other data provided by the ECB.
A parameterised approach classifies and compares the cost of supply incurred by distribution
licensees and includes an assessment of current tariff charges such as energy and capacity
charges, fixed charges, demand charges, network access charges and others.
Based on an enhanced version of the existing cost allocation model used in the current ORM,
cost drivers are identified and expressed in form of target tariff charges, which are allocated to
the main customer categories.
A national tariff transition path is formulated, migrating current tariff charges towards target tariff
levels over the coming five years. This method takes the impacts on electricity end-users into
account, while ensuring that licensees continue to generate the revenue required to meet their
cost and return expectations. using the same approach, tariff transition paths are also developed
for the EDI entities included in the present Study.

Cost Developments in the EDI
The main cost developments that have taken place across the EDI were assessed. It is shown that
•

end-user electricity prices have increased at a lower rate than the increase associated
with the bulk cost of electricity;

•

the turnover of all major licensees has at least doubled over the past ten years, which is
mainly attributable to overall cost increases, a growing customer base and increases in
the volumes of electricity sold;

•

staff cost, which are the largest “controllable” cost item included in the distribution cost,
show real growth for all major distributors; this is a development that necessitates
additional regulatory scrutiny in future; and

•

only one of the main distribution entities has shown real growth in terms of O&M cost
excluding the cost of staff. While all utilities incur costs to operate and maintain their asset
bases, the low rate of growth of O&M costs raises the question whether this cost centre is
being sufficiently endowed to support the industry’s growing asset base.

Overall, it is evident that the reliability of data provided by the utilities included in the data sample
does not allow a full quantitative assessment. This is a cause of concern as it weakens the utilities’
abilities to effectively control their own costs, and because it negatively affects the regulator’s
ability to exercise controls that are based on factual evidence.

Network Assets used by Licensees
Based on the available NENA data, the network assets used by EDI licensees were analysed. Only
9 out of the 20 licensees considered in the Study have reasonably comprehensive asset data,
recognising that network valuations are expensive and are therefore not undertaken on an
annual basis. The analysis uses asset replacement costs to compensate for the different ages of
datasets.
The analysis shows that the asset data includes almost 187 000 connections, noting that the ORMs
suggest the presence of some 266 000 connections. The total EDI-wide asset replacement cost
amounts to some N$8.3 billion for distribution networks with a total network length of almost
33 000km.
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Windhoek and the REDs operate assets having a replacement cost exceeding N$1 billion per
entity. NamPower Distribution assets serving central and southern Namibia have a replacement
cost amounting to some N$725 million, while medium-sized towns operate assets having
replacement costs of between N$100 million to N$ 200 million per entity.
For the 11 licensees included in the analysis, almost 48% of the total asset replacement cost is due
to medium voltage (MV) network assets, about 18% due to low voltage (LV) network assets, some
14% due to transformation, 13% due to connections, and approx. 7% due to streetlights. The
proportion of MV, LV and transformation assets (amongst the licensees included in the sample) is
most diverse, as is the percentage of underground and overhead networks that are being
employed by different distributors. The composition of network assets and the split between
overhead and underground assets are both important determinants of the capital and
operational expenditure requirements that utilities face, emphasising that comparisons between
entities must take such intrinsic differences into account.
Most NENA datasets that were included in the analysis are incomplete or are not fully updated
on annual basis. This is a challenge and renders an objective analysis and comparison between
entities difficult. Also, a considerable number of different asset categories are currently in use
across the EDI. Most licensees make use of about half of the total number of asset categories in
the total sample.
The customer and asset bases of the main entities operating in Namibia’s distribution industry are
not readily comparable, as the environments in which each of these entities operate are unique.

Analysis of EDI Costs
The analysis of the costs incurred by EDI licensees necessitates the use of clear and uniform
definitions - these are introduced in this Report.
Based on the 2017/2018 versions of the ORMs submitted by licensees, an analysis of costs incurred
by individual distributors and the whole EDI was undertaken. From the sample of 20 distribution
licensees that were considered, some 700 separate cost and “other income” items were
identified. A comparison of the ORM entries of licensees reveals that costs and cost allocations
exhibit a considerable diversity, noting that the overall uniformity increases when limiting the
comparison to the main entities operating in the EDI.
The composition of the ECB-approved revenue requirement (RR) of the licensees included in the
analysis reveals that 54% of the RR is contributed by bulk energy costs, 19% by bulk capacity and
transmission costs, 23% by nett distribution costs (these are the costs associated with the actual
distribution of electricity to end-users), while 4% is due to the Local Authority Surcharge.
Some 33% of the total distribution cost is due to expenditure for staff, 19% for overheads, 16% for
asset depreciation, 13% for O&M, 10% for asset returns, and 9% is due to other smaller cost items.
As a result of the significantly different operating characteristics of individual licensees, the
composition of the day-to-day operating cost varies considerably between the entities. To
illustrate: commercialised entities (these include the REDs and OPE) incur the full cost of
conducting the electricity distribution business, while local authorities and regional councils do
not have fully ring-fenced electricity departments and the budget for their distribution function
does not fully reflect all costs incurred.
O&M cost, excluding staff cost, are due to maintenance of network assets (53%), transport (16%),
and various smaller cost centres including subsistence and travel, consumables for customer
connections, contractors and other cost contributors.
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Customer service cost is composed of vendor-related costs (51%), 12% is for licenses, 11% for
telephone and data services as well as various smaller cost contributors.
Overhead cost is composed of administrative fees (42%), cost of consultants (9%), 7% is for staff
training, 6% for insurance as well as various other smaller cost contributors.
The composition of other income recorded in the ORMs is composed of connection fees (30%),
the ECB levy (18%), interest earned on debtors (16%), rental charges (12%), the NEF levy (10%) as
well as other smaller cost contributors.
A comparison of the book values of network assets (as per the ORMs) and NENA data shows that
the ORM values are all higher than the corresponding NENA network asset values, except in the
case of Erongo RED and Naukluft. This is mainly because NENA datasets are not regularly
updated, while most licensees update their ORM every year.
The ORMs that were reviewed as part of the present Study contain some 240 unique line item
descriptors. This high number is not conducive to cost comparisons and hinders an effective and
detailed regulatory oversight. Recommendations are made to amend the current practice.
The analysis of EDI costs has raised several other issues that have given rise to a set of
recommendations that are presented in this Report.

Tariff Charges
A principal aim of the Namibian distribution tariff methodology is that tariff charges and
associated tariff structures result in cost reflective electricity tariffs, as mandated in government
policy.
The design of tariff charges must be based on a rational set of charge types that allow their
transparent allocation to those customer categories that make use of them. The present Study
includes the following tariff charges:
a. energy charges – these should only include the cost of bulk energy plus losses and other
costs directly related to energy sales, noting however that this requirement is not met for
prepaid tariffs. Energy charges are to be the same for single- and three-phase
connections provided they have comparable time-of-use (TOU) profiles.
b. fixed charges – currently, distributors incur considerable costs that are not directly related
to the provision of either energy or capacity, and these should therefore be apportioned
amongst all connections in the form of fixed charges;
c. capacity charges – network connections make available electrical capacity. The cost
associated with the provision of capacity is expressed as a capacity charge that scales
proportionally with the amount of capacity provided. Capacity charges should apply to
all connection types, except prepaid and demand-metered connections.
d. maximum demand charges – the main considerations regarding maximum demand (MD)
charges are the same as for capacity charges. MD charges are levied on measured
maximum demand, while network access charges are levied on notified MD, or the
highest actual demand recorded during the preceding 12-month period.
e. availability charges - these were introduced to cover the cost of providing network
infrastructure in areas with newly serviced properties and were to be levied until these
were developed and connected to the distribution grid.
The allocation of charge types to customer connection categories remains in line with current
practices applied across the EDI. There is, however, a need to further align the current charge
structures, and harmonise these with the overall tariff objectives.
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The allocation of costs to customer categories is of critical importance in the development of
cost reflective tariffs. The main cost drivers that are used in the cost allocation process are limited
to sales (i.e. electrical energy units sold), capacity, and connections. Allocation of costs rests on
identifying the charge type that conveys the most direct signal of a given cost type to the
consumer.
A substantial part of the total cost incurred is allocated to the capacity availed to end-users.
Here, capacity is expressed as the Ampere-rating per connection (for all connections other than
those with a demand metered connection) or measured/notified MD for demand-metered
connections. However, the contribution that each connection makes to the system maximum
demand is far less than the sum of the installed/measured capacities. It is therefore more
appropriate to use the after diversity maximum demand (ADMD) of each connection category
to allocate capacity-related costs. While the ADMD per customer category is not accurately
known, an average ADMD can be estimated, based on the contribution that each connection
type makes to the overall system maximum demand.
Pre- and post-paid tariffs have advantages and disadvantages, both from the perspective of
end-users and that of distributors, and both options have their uses in the EDI. From the regulatory
perspective, an important disadvantage of prepaid tariffs (only having an energy charge) is that
their structure is not cost reflective. Therefore, provided that the principle of cost reflectivity of
tariffs is to be upheld, prepaid tariffs should only be used when the disadvantage of the lack of
cost reflectivity outweighs the benefits of meeting other tariff objectives.
Licensees levy “other charges” for services and penalties related to electricity. These charges are
also regulated by the ECB but have not been subjected to a detailed methodology in the past.
These charges are to be clearly categorised in future, and common charge levels are to be
developed for all licensees for all charges where the underlying cost is similar in different license
areas.

Indicative Tariffs
Cost-reflective target tariffs can be calculated by allocating costs to connection categories and
tariff charges for each connection category in a manner that allocates costs to connection
categories benefiting from the services that result in the costs and further recovers costs through
charges that best reflect the nature of the cost item (fixed, capacity related, energy related).
Indicative or target tariffs, both for individual licensees as well as those at national level, were
calculated using a cost allocation approach using estimated average ADMD values for
allocating capacity related costs. The resultant set of indicative national tariffs are summarised in
the table below. These are cost reflective, both in terms of their charge levels and cost allocation
to connection categories, while recovering the revenue requirements of licensees (based on
2017/18 costs).
Indicative Tariffs
N$/connection/month
N$ c/kWh
N$/amp/month
N$/kVA/month
Combined N$/kVA/month
Average (N$ c/kWh)

Residential

Social

General

General Demand

Institutional

0
145
12
0

0
145
11
0

121
145
20
0

121
145
0
155

121
145
18
0

Institutional
Demand
121
145
0
130

Total
11
145
13
153

52

47

86

150

77

130

68

285

283

264

201

269

202

244

Comparing the average existing tariffs of residential and social end-users to the indicative tariffs
of these customer categories shows that the former tariffs are smaller (i.e. lower) than the latter.
This implies that these two customer categories currently pay less than they should. In contrast,
the existing tariffs of all general and institutional end-users are greater (i.e. higher) than the
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respective indicative tariffs. This implies that these customer categories (currently, and on
average) pay more than they should. The difference between the current and the indicative
tariffs reveals the existence of cross-subsidies that exist between different connection categories.
These cross-subsidies flow (mainly) from general and institutional end-users to residential and
social customers, thereby distorting current tariff levels and reducing their cost reflectivity.

Tariff Transition Path
The tariff path leading from the current tariffs to more cost-reflective future tariffs is termed the
tariff transition path. It is not a forecast of future tariffs, but a systematic approach to adjust current
tariff levels and tariff charges to enhance their cost reflectivity while reducing cross-subsidies.
While the tariff transition path’s departure point is based on the existing tariff charges, the target
tariffs after five years are determined using an iterative calculation method which orients itself on
the cost-reflective indicative tariffs that have been elaborated on above, while successively
reducing the requirement of cross-subsidies flowing between customer categories.
The determination of the tariff transition path assumes that both real costs and sales remain
unchanged over time. The resultant tariff path therefore only expresses the real rate of change
of tariff charges, which enables the determination of the projected overall customer impacts that
are brought about as a result of the change of tariff charges from one year to the next.
The affordability of electricity tariffs is a critically important theme across Namibia’s ESI. To
emphasise this fundamental requirement, the Study caps the real rate of change of tariff levels
by keeping the total real rate of increase of an end-user’s electricity bill to a maximum of 5% per
year. In contrast, decreases of end-users’ total electricity bill / individual charges are uncapped.
Tariff transition paths are developed for the main customer categories only, i.e. residential, social,
general, general demand, institutional and institutional demand customers. Should other
connection categories have to be dealt with, licensees are to follow the guidelines as are applied
in determining the tariff transition paths as introduced in this Study.
The tariff transition path for the national average tariffs of the main customer categories is shown
below. The individual distribution reports compiled as part of the present Study describe the tariffs
and tariff levels for each distributor, noting that the tariff paths of individual licensees are often
significantly different from the national tariff path shown below because of the tariff levels that
are currently in use).
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The year-on-year percentage changes in the overall electricity price per category are shown
below. Moderate annual real growth characterises residential and general electricity prices.
Social tariffs remain almost constant over time. Other categories exhibit annual price decreases.

Existing tariff levels (in year 0), indicative as well as projected tariffs (in year 5) are shown below,
the latter are the tariffs resulting from the implementation of the proposed tariff transition path.

The impacts that the proposed tariff transition paths will have on the flow of cross-subsidies is
shown below, illustrating that it is indeed possible to reduce and re-align current cross-subsidy
levels over time, especially those generated by the two general and institutional customer
categories.
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Formulating tariff transition paths in real terms and at constant sales has its limitations. However,
this approach is considered highly instructive, as it focuses on setting the overall direction of the
development of individual tariff charges, with the aim to enhance their cost-reflectivity while
reducing the necessity of raising and re-circulating cross-subsidies across the various customer
categories in the country’s EDI.
It is emphasised that the tariff transition paths applicable to individual licensees differ substantially
from the national tariff path presented in this Report. This is because current tariff levels and cost
compositions differ between licensees, and the charge levels of individual licensee’s as well as
the cross-subsidy levels needed by each distributor are very different from the national average
levels.
Tariff transition paths applicable to individual licensees are presented in licensee-specific standalone reports that complement this Report.

Implementation Plan
An implementation plan is developed and is aimed to support the activities needed to gradually
align existing tariffs to the proposed target tariffs and improve the cost-reflectivity of tariff charges
across the EDI. The plan identifies the key responsibilities to ensure the systematic implementation
of the amended distribution tariffs as summarised in the individual distributor tariff transition paths.
The main steps in implementing the tariff transition paths include the following:
a) The ECB sets the direction in which tariffs are to develop and lays down the approach in
how this is to be achieved. These were undertaken in close consultation with all EDI
stakeholders, and have formed an integral part of Phase 2 of the present Study.
b) Relevant regulatory instruments are updated, as will be done in Phase 3 of this Study.
c) A tariff rulebook, which is to be developed in Phase 3 of the present Study, is to guide
licensees in how to undertake the tariff-related changes as are introduced in this Study.
d) The ECB is to communicate the general rationale and impacts of the tariff changes to
relevant stakeholders, including to Government, licensees and electricity end-users.
e) Licensees are to apply the tariff rules and regulatory guidance provided and ensure that
they develop their tariff paths as directed. In addition, licensees are to ensure that their
customers are kept informed about the changes in the new tariff regime.
f)

The ECB is to call for and moderate one to two annual distribution industry meetings, at
which all distribution-relevant issues are jointly discussed and resolved, including issues
related to the implementation of the tariff transition paths.

g) The ECB is to initiate a monitoring and verification drive, to ensure that tariffs put forward
by distribution licensees comply with the agreed-on tariff paths. Also, the ECB is to ensure
that changes are systematically implemented, and that the intended results and
outcomes are achieved across the EDI.
It is critically important that the proposed changes to the current tariff setting approach and the
introduction of the tariff transition paths are effectively communicated to all relevant
stakeholders. To this end, a high-level communication plan is put forward as part of the present
Report, detailing the main topics that are to be addressed, and identifying the responsibilities to
regularly communicate the industry-wide change agenda to stakeholders.

Conclusions
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The implementation of the recommendations contained in this Report, and specifically the
introduction of the tariff transition paths for Namibian electricity distributors, will have considerable
impacts for electricity end-users, EDI operators as well as the regulator. Changing the status quo
is often difficult and may not be popular. While the ECB has a clear legal mandate to regulate
electricity tariffs and cost-reflective tariffs are mandated by prevailing Government policy, it is by
no means a forgone conclusion that the local and national buy-in that is necessary to successfully
implement the proposed tariff transition paths will be forthcoming, despite the likely benefits
associated with more cost-reflective electricity tariffs and the reduction of cross-subsidies across
the EDI.
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1 Background and Introduction
In January 2018, the Electricity Control Board (ECB) awarded the contract to undertake the
National Electricity Tariff Study for the Electricity Distribution Industry to EMCON Consulting Group
in association with VO Consulting and Africa Power Ventures.
The National Tariff Study of 2001 determined the tariff setting philosophy, methodologies and
approaches as are currently in use in Namibia. The implementation of its recommendations has
served the Namibian electricity industry well, and has brought consistency, stability and financial
viability to the country’s electricity utilities. However, after more than fifteen years, it is evident
that the tariff methodologies recommended in the 2001 Study need a review, especially
considering the many changes and challenges facing the country’s electricity industry today.
Electricity in Namibia has changed from a relatively cheap commodity in the late 1990s and early
2000s to being perceived as being expensive in 2018. These have become a part of the public
and political discourse, and negative perceptions associated with escalating electricity tariffs
have also found their way into arguments against the reforms of the Namibian electricity sector.
While the steep increase in the cost of electricity has not primarily been caused by the distribution
industry, it is the distribution industry that serves most electricity end-users and must therefore deal
with the consequences brought about by high costs and the resulting high end-user prices.
This is the Phase 2 Report under the ECB’s National Electricity Tariff Study for the Electricity
Distribution Industry. It presents a detailed examination of the costs incurred by the entities
operating in Namibia’s electricity distribution industry and develops a 5-year tariff path for the
main customer categories served by the main entities active in the distribution industry. The Study
is to be concluded in a final phase, focusing on the review and update of the regulatory
instruments applicable to the electricity distribution industry, based on the main
recommendations and outcomes of Phase 1 and Phase 2.
The present phase of the Study is shaped by the main findings of in Phase 1, in particular that
1. the principles and approach of the Namibian distribution tariff methodology as per the
2001 Study remain relevant and applicable, and do not require major modifications;
2. the electricity distribution industry has significantly progressed since the 2000s, but faces
both short- and long-term challenges resulting from the entire electricity industry’s high
cost base;
3. market developments rapidly re-shape today’s distribution industry, and ample evidence
shows that end-users have more options to reduce their reliance and dependency on
services provided by electricity utilities than they have ever had before, which
necessitates an industry-wide effort to enhance value-focused services that meet the
changing needs of electricity end-users in future;
4. considerable tariff escalations have characterised electricity end-user charges, which
constitute a key challenge for the future operations of the country’s distribution industry;
5. achieving cost reflective tariffs and tariff charges across all customer categories remains
an unmet industry-wide goal;
6. for grid electricity to remain competitive it will be of critical importance that all necessary
efforts are made that the total cost of grid-supplied electricity is reduced over time; and
7. the scale and scope of cross-subsidisation that characterises the country’s present-day
electricity distribution industry is immense and must be addressed.
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2 Scope
This Report summarises the outputs of Phase 2 of the National Electricity Tariff Study for the
Electricity Distribution Industry.

This Report comprises of the following sections:
•

Section 3 describes the approach used in this phase of the Study;

•

Section 4 summarises the main tariff objectives as have emerged during Phase 1 of the
present Study;

•

Section 5 presents the results of an assessment of the most pertinent historic cost
developments that characterise the main distribution entities operating in Namibia’s
electricity distribution industry;

•

Section 6 presents the results of an analysis of the network assets used by licensees
operating in the country’s electricity distribution industry;

•

Section 7 presents an analysis of the costs incurred by the main licensees operating in
Namibia’s electricity distribution sector;

•

Section 8 presents guideline proposals for the treatment of the various applicable tariff
charges;

•

Section 9 develops target costs and tariffs for the country’s electricity distribution industry;

•

Section 10 presents a high-level implementation plan to introduce the changes to the
tariff charges and tariffs across the distribution industry;

•

Section 11 provides conclusions and an outline of the next steps to be undertaken as
part of the present Study; and

•

Section 12 summarises all main recommendations that are contained in this Report.
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3 Approach
This section describes the approach used in this phase of the Study.
The main purpose of Phase 2 of the Study is to undertake an in-depth examination of the cost of
supply incurred by the main entities operating in Namibia’s electricity distribution industry, and
based on this, develop proposals for 5-year tariff transition paths for the electricity distribution
industry (EDI) as a whole, and individual distributors.
To enable an in-depth examination of the costs incurred by electricity distribution entities, an
Excel spreadsheet model was developed. The model captures all relevant cost components
contributing to the revenue requirement of the identified licensees, including operating and
maintenance costs, as well as relevant asset-related information. The model was populated with
data originating from identified distribution entities’ approved tariff application ORMs, from NENA
datasets, as well as from other data as was supplied by the ECB.
The model includes a parameterised approach to classify and compare the cost of supply
incurred by select distribution licensees. The analysis considers the key characteristics of the
electricity distribution licensees included in the sample, such as customer numbers, network types,
area covered and others. In this way, a set of benchmarking criteria was developed to better
quantify the licensees’ approved costs against various economic/target costs.
The model also includes an approach to allocate various asset categories to customer
categories. An analysis of the general approach and motivation for the use of tariff charges
(energy, capacity, fixed, demand, network access and others) was also undertaken. These allow
for an assessment of how various cost drivers can best be allocated to actual tariff charges,
taking the existing allocation model as expressed in the ORM C1.2 into account.
The model includes an assessment of the break-even point between prepaid and post-paid tariffs
for relevant customer categories, and a comparison to the existing break-even point as applied
by distribution licensees. This is complemented by a comparison of the benefits and
disadvantages, including costs where applicable, of prepaid versus post-paid tariffs.
The analysis allows for the determination of suitable target costs which can be expressed in
relevant tariff charges, and with it, the determination of the target tariff charges for the main
customer categories.
The model includes projections for the national tariff path, which migrates the current set of tariffs
closer to the target tariff structure and tariff levels over time. The analysis takes the impacts on
electricity end-users into account and ensures that licensee will continue to generate the
revenue to meet their revenue requirements. Separate reports describe the findings of the
analysis undertaken for individual EDI licensees.
Complementing the analysis is an assessment of the schedule of approved “other charges”,
which results in a standardised schedule of such charges going forward.
An implementation plan is formulated, to align existing tariffs with the proposed “target” tariffs
and identifies the high-level steps and responsibilities in the roll-out of the amended schedule of
distribution tariffs.
A high-level tariff harmonisation plan was prepared for the proposed Central RED and SORED,
based on the forecast of the revenue requirement for each of these new REDs, which is contained
in a separate report.
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4 Tariff Objectives for the Namibian Electricity Distribution Industry
This section summarises the main tariff objectives as have emerged in Phase 1 of the present Study
and provides a brief description of their relevance in the country’s EDI.

During Phase 1 of the present Study, the following key focus areas were identified as most relevant
for the country’s EDI and its ongoing development:
1. cognisant of the multiple challenges facing the EDI today, all necessary effort must be
made to reduce the total future cost of grid-supplied electricity;
2. realising that various energy-related charges distort the price signal of current electricity
tariffs; future energy charges must only reflect the cost of energy generation plus network
losses;
3. cognisant of the most considerable cross-subsidies characterising today’s EDI tariffs, the
scale and scope of future cross-subsidies included in electricity tariffs must be addressed
and reduced where possible; and
4. various energy-related levies are currently imposed on electricity sales which are directly
proportional to energy sales volumes. These must be reviewed with a view to reduce their
volume risk as well as the impact on the price signals to consumers.

Based on the above, it is agreed that the main principles underpinning the evolution of national
electricity distribution tariffs are to be guided by explicit tariff objectives, including the following:
A. reduce the impact of the main cost drivers causing year-on-year end-user tariff
escalations;
B. design and apply cost reflective individual tariff charges and connection categories;
C. enhance the pass-through of relevant cost signals to end-users;
D. reduce the requirements for and enhance the transparency of cross-subsidies included in
tariffs; and
E. introduce and apply cost and efficiency benchmarks and targets as part of annual
performance assessments.

In going forward, the above tariff objectives will be applied, both as part of the present
assessment as well as in the formulation of tariffs applicable in the EDI.
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5 Cost Developments of the Main EDI Licensees
This section assesses the development of costs amongst the main electricity distribution entities. It
is based on the ECB’s “distribution sector summary” sheet, which accumulates key figures from
the annual ORM submissions made by licensees.

5.1

Electricity Sales Volumes
All EDI entities operating in Namibia on-sell electricity that is procured from NamPower. In select
cases, EDI entities also on-sell electricity that is generated by Independent Power Producers (IPPs)
who operate embedded generation plant in their distribution areas.
The electricity sales volumes on-sold by the main electricity distribution entities operating in
Namibia, relative to the base year 2007/2008, is depicted in Figure 1. It is to be noted that
‘electricity sales’, as referred to in Figure 1, refers to the amount of electrical energy sold.
Figure 1: Development of electricity sales volumes of the country’s main distributors

The electricity sales volumes shown in Figure 1 includes the sale of electrical energy to domestic,
commercial, industrial and institutional consumers, and therefore measures the evolution of total
sales in the period under consideration.
A more differentiated perspective on the development of electricity sales volumes is offered
when focusing only on electricity sales to commercial, industrial and institutional consumers, i.e.
excluding electricity sales to domestic users. The present assessment terms this subset of total
electricity sales as ‘productive uses of electricity’ (in contrast to mainly consumptive uses of
electricity, as is characteristic for the majority of electricity sales to domestic end-users), which is
depicted in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Development of electricity sales volumes to commercial, industrial & institutional consumers
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5.2

Electricity Sales per Connection
This section depicts the development of electricity sales per connection, relative to the base year
2007/2008. Electricity sales per domestic connection are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Development of electricity sales per domestic connection served

In analogy to the ‘electricity sales for productive uses’, as described in section 5.1, the electricity
sales for productive uses per connection is depicted in Figure 4. The distinction between
‘productive uses of electricity’ and ‘consumptive uses of electricity’ is considered instructive as
the addition of economic value resulting from the use of electricity is likely to be more
pronounced in the commercial, industrial and institutional sectors of the economy, and less so in
the domestic sector where electricity is mainly used for consumptive uses.
Figure 4: Development of electricity sales for productive uses per connection served

It is important to note that a uniform definition of a ‘connection’ does not yet exist. In addition, it
is noted that the number of connections served by distribution utilities is considered unreliable
(especially domestic pre-payment connections), as evidenced when comparing the year-onyear changes of the number of connections.
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5.3

Bulk Electricity Price
All electricity distribution entities incur costs that are associated with the purchase of bulk
electricity. This input cost is a prominent overall cost driver across the EDI. In this context, the term
‘bulk price’ means the price associated with bulk electricity purchases, including the price
associated with the conveyance of electrical energy across the country’s transmission networks
(calculated by dividing the total bulk purchase cost into the total energy units purchased).
Figure 5 depicts the evolution of the nominal bulk price, relative to the base year 2007/2008.
Figure 5: Development of the nominal bulk electricity price

The evolution of the real bulk electricity price is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Development of the real bulk electricity price

Comparing the development of the price path of the nominal bulk price with that of the real bulk
price between 2007/2008 and 2017/2018 illustrates the important impact of annual price
escalations. While most nominal bulk prices as shown in Figure 5 increase by a factor of 4 relative
to the base year, this increase is limited to a factor 2 that characterises most of the real bulk
electricity price escalations as shown in Figure 6.
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5.4

Average Retail Price
The retail price of electricity is a measure of the impact that electricity prices have on end-users.
In this context it is noted that the ‘average retail price’ as used in this section refers to the ratio of
a utility’s revenue requirement to the total electricity sales in a given year. It is emphasised that
the average retail price discussed in this section is not the actual end-user electricity tariff, but a
measure of the overall average retail price of electricity. Figure 7 depicts the evolution of the
average nominal retail price of electricity, relative to the base year 2007/2008.
Figure 7: Development of the average nominal retail price of electricity

Figure 8 depicts the development of the average real retail price of electricity, relative to the
base year 2007/08.
Figure 8: Development of the average real retail price of electricity

Comparing the development of the nominal electricity price path with the real electricity price
path between 2007/08 and 2017/18 highlights the important impact that annual inflation-driven
price escalations have. While most nominal retail prices as shown in Figure 7 increased by a factor
of 3 relative to the base year, the increase amounts to a factor of approx. 1.6 when considering
the increase of real retail price, i.e. excluding the impact of inflation, as shown in Figure 8.
It is also notable that the retail price of electricity increased at a considerably lower rate than the
bulk price of electricity, implying that the cost of distributing electricity rose at a significantly lower
rate than the cost of generating and transmitting electricity.
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5.5

Revenue Requirement
A utility’s annual revenue requirement is the central touchpoint between utility operations and
regulatory oversight, containing all cost components of relevance to utility operations. Figure 9
illustrates the evolution of the annual nominal revenue requirements of the main electricity
distribution entities operational in Namibia, relative to the base year 2007/08.
Figure 9: Development of the nominal revenue requirements of key distribution utilities

Figure 10 illustrates the evolution of the annual real revenue requirements of the country’s key
electricity distribution utilities, relative to the base year 2007/08.
Figure 10: Development of the real revenue requirement of key distribution utilities

It is noteworthy that – in real terms – the annual revenue requirement of all key distribution entities
considered increased by a factor ranging between 2 (in case of the City of Windhoek), and
almost factor 3.5 (in the case of NORED) in the period between 2007/08. This considerable growth
is attributable to a number of factors, including the growth of sales volumes (as illustrated in
section 5.1), the increase of the bulk price (as discussed in section 5.3), the increase of the number
of connections served (refer to section 5.6), the real increase in costs incurred per connection (as
referred to in sections 5.7 to 5.9), and related cost increases.
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5.6

Connections Served
The number of connections served is an important cost driver of electricity distribution utilities, and
it is therefore instructive to consider the evolution of this metric over time. Figure 11 illustrates the
development of total connections served, relative to the base year 2007/08.
Figure 11: Development of total connections served by the main distribution utilities

Figure 12 illustrates the evolution of the number of domestic connections served by the main
electricity utilities considered in this Study, relative to the base year 2007/08.
Figure 12: Development of domestic connections served by key distribution utilities

Of note is NORED’s abrupt increase of the number of connections between 2016/17 and 2017/18,
as shown in Figure 12. This step-change is the result of the sudden increase of domestic
connections as were reported by the utility, which is not considered a true reflection of the actual
increase of domestic connections in this period.

5.7

Staff Cost
The evolution of nominal staff cost of the key electricity distribution utilities considered in this Study,
relative to the base year 2013/14, is depicted in Figure 13. As shown in Figure 31, and based on
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the sample of the 20 distribution entities considered in this Study, staff cost are the single most
important cost contributor of the total costs attributable to the electricity distribution function, i.e.
excluding bulk electricity and transmission cost (as is elaborated in section 7.4).
Figure 13: Development of nominal staff cost

The evolution of real staff cost, relative to the base year 2013/14, is shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14: Development of real staff cost

Comparing the evolution of nominal staff cost to real staff cost emphasises the impact of annual
inflation-related cost escalations. However, despite this important driving factor, step-changes
such as the ones by NamPower (refer to 2014/15 to 2015/16) result in even more pronounced cost
escalations. Moderate increases in staff cost, such as those by the City of Windhoek, are in stark
contrast to the increase of a factor of 2 – in real terms – in which NamPower Distribution and
NORED have escalated staff cost in the four-year period under consideration.

5.8

Overhead Cost
As shown in Figure 31, overhead cost are the second most important contributor to the average
distribution cost composition, excluding bulk electricity and transmission cost, from amongst the
sample of 20 distribution entities considered in the present Study (as elaborated in section 7.4). It
must be noted that “overhead cost” include a number of extraordinary provisions for items such
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as bulk upgrades and administrative cost that have significant impacts on its evolution over time,
as is further elaborated in section 7.
Figure 15 shows the evolution of nominal overhead cost, relative to the base year 2013/14.
Figure 15: Development of nominal overhead cost

The evolution of real overhead cost, relative to the base year 2013/14, is depicted in Figure 16.
Figure 16: Development of real overhead cost

Figure 16 shows that, except for NORED, the five key distribution utilities considered show very low
real growth in overhead cost, or even declining overheads, as is the case for the City of Windhoek
and Erongo RED. NamPower Distribution is excluded from the analysis presented in this section,
because the utility’s ORM data is not fully ring-fenced from the remainder of NamPower’s
operations.

5.9

Operating and Maintenance Cost
The evolution of the nominal O&M cost, relative to the base year 2013/14, is shown in Figure 17.
As per Figure 31, and not taking asset-related costs into account, O&M cost excluding staff cost
are the third most significant cost contributor in the sample of distribution entities considered in
this Study (as is elaborated in section 7.4).
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Figure 17: Development of nominal O&M cost

The evolution of the real O&M cost, relative to the base year 2013/14, is shown in Figure 18.
Figure 18: Development of real O&M cost

Figure 18 shows that OPE and the City of Windhoek have seen a net decline of real O&M cost in
the period under consideration, relative to the base year 2013/14. Both CENORED and Erongo
RED have shown slight real increases in relation to the base year. Of note is NORED, with the most
pronounced real O&M cost increase of the five distribution utilities considered in this section. As
was also the case in section 5.8, it is noted that NamPower Distribution is excluded from the
analysis presented in this section, as a result of the ring-fenced data in the utility’s ORM.

5.10 Summary Observations on Cost Trends in the EDI
Some observations can be drawn from the above set of charts showing the sales base, price and
cost trends of the main distribution licensees in Namibia:
•

The end-user price of electricity has increased at a lower rate than the bulk cost of
electricity, mainly because of above-inflation increases in bulk cost;

•

For select utilities, the quality of customer-related data (e.g. the number of customers
served) is unreliable and therefore weakens the results of the analysis as pertaining to
these utilities;
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•

In real terms, the turnover of all major licensees has at least doubled over the past ten
years, due to a combination of factors including cost increases and an increases in the
customer base and volume of sales;

•

Staff cost, the largest “controllable” cost item included in the distribution cost, has shown
real growth for all major distributors, emphasising the need for additional regulatory
scrutiny on this cost item;

•

Only one of the main distribution entities has shown real growth in terms of O&M cost.
Noting that the asset base that needs to be maintained and operated is growing in real
terms, this observation raises the question whether O&M cost developments across the
EDI are sufficient to support the industry’s increasing asset base.
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6 Network Assets used by EDI Licensees
This section presents the results of an analysis of the network assets that EDI licensees use to
distribute electricity. The basis of the present analysis is the NENA data, where available.

6.1

Data Sources and their Limitations
NENA is a network asset evaluation and valuation tool that was developed for the ECB in 2003
and has been available to all Namibian distribution licensees since then.
NENA relies on a standardised asset categorisation and type definition approach, which includes
all types of distribution network assets commonly found in the country. For regulatory valuation
purposes, the ECB provides unit replacement costs per asset type; these are updated every 3 to
5 years. As such, NENA provides a uniform asset classification and valuation basis for all licensees
and allows for the comparison of network asset data across the industry. The NENA asset
classification system is also commonly used for commercial asset valuations of distribution
networks, resulting in comprehensive asset datasets to which the standard ECB unit values can
be applied.
Commercial network asset valuations are expensive, implying that most licensees only undertake
these at irregular intervals, or not at all. In-between such formal valuations, most licensees fail to
keep their NENA asset datasets fully up to date. This implies that the NENA datasets used in the
present analysis are mostly incomplete, and data is of different time periods, with some as old as
7 years. The above limitations reduce the number of truly comparable asset registers. Specifically,
it must be noted that:
•

NENA data (of any reasonable age or quality) is available for only 11 out of the 20
licensees included in this Study;

•

reasonably comprehensive NENA data is available for only 9 licensees, meaning that
asset quantities are available and can be used, but such data is likely to be incomplete;

•

the age of the available NENA data stems from various years, ranging between 2011
and 2017; and

•

asset replacement cost values are used in the main analysis as the comparison of
depreciated (book) values presents challenges as a result of the different age of the
datasets 1.

The following NENA datasets were compiled as part of formal valuations:

1

•

Erongo RED (2017, internal)

•

NORED (2011, external, with partial updates up to 2016)

•

OPE (2016, external)

•

Omaheke RC (2014, external)

•

Windhoek (2013, external)

•

CENORED (2013, external)

Depreciating asset values that were updated 7 years ago to the present (not taking assets added in the meantime into
account) results in artificially low remaining asset lifetimes when compared to asset values in a dataset that has been
regularly updated to the present.
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•

NamPower (2013, external)

Some of the datasets included in the present analysis present challenges, including the following:
•

generally, as noted before, NENA data is not regularly and systematically updated with
new asset additions and asset replacements;

•

Windhoek – is the only distributor with networks operated at 66kV. Such high voltage,
however, is not fully catered for in NENA, as it is aimed at networks of up to 33kV only. As
a result, the presence of the 66kV assets present a challenge, as only the MV and LV
network values and quantities can be compared to those of other licensees. However,
the total value and quantity of network assets to which Windhoek’s operating budget
relates includes the 66kV network. This implies that the omission of the 66kV assets distorts
the comparison of Windhoek’s operating cost with that of other distribution entities.

•

Windhoek – the LV network length included in NENA appears incomplete;

•

Keetmanshoop – the installation years are missing, i.e. the ages of assets are not provided;

•

Gobabis – the MV data appears incomplete;

•

Omaheke – the NamPower MV networks and transformers are not included (only
settlement 11kV which is owned by the Regional Council), which distorts the comparison
with other entities, for example CENORED, where rural networks include both the MV and
LV networks; and

•

NamPower and Naukluft – the direct MV/LV connections are not counted as connections
(typically farms), which renders any ratios based on the number of consumer connections
incorrect. It is noted that the number of overhead transformer installations for these
licensees has been included in the connection count to facilitate a more realistic
comparison.

Relating replacement cost values to physical parameters, and physical parameters to each other
unveils further potential enumeration problems, as is further discussed in the sections below.
It is important to keep the above issues and limitations in mind when analysing and interpreting
the results of the analysis of the NENA asset data, as is presented in the next sections.

6.2

Overview of NENA Data Used
Table 1 provides the list of 20 EDI licensees that form part of the present Study. Of these, 11
licensees have NENA data that is less than 10 years old. It is noted, however, that the datasets of
both Rehoboth and Gobabis are incomplete.
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Table 1: Licensees with NENA asset data

Name
NORED
OPE
CENORED
Erongo RED
Windhoek CC
NamPower DX
Okahandja JV
Gobabis TC
Rehoboth TC
Mariental TC
Keetmanshoop TC
Luderitz TC
RoshSkor
Leonardville VC
Gochas VC
Kalkrand VC
Naukluft Electricity
Hardap RC
Omaheke RC
Finckenstein Estate

Type
RED
COM
RED
RED
LA
NP
COM
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
FS
RC
RC
EST

Alias
NORED
OPE
CENORED
ERONGORED
WINDHOEK
NAMPOWER
OKAHANDJA
GOBABIS
REHOBOTH
MARIENTAL
KEETMANSHOOP
LUDERITZ
ROSHSKOR
LEONARDVILLE
GOCHAS
KALKRAND
NAUKLUFT
HARDAP
OMAHEKERC
FINCKENSTEIN

EPM
Lines
9
13
153
262
29
48
19
15
8
13
15
25
9
9
11
5
7
4
15
3
672

RR
Found
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

NENA
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11

Table 2 provides a summary of the NENA data available per NENA asset category.
Table 2: Summary of NENA asset data
Asset Category
A1:Substation General:
C1:Cable LV:
C2:Cable MV XLPE:
C3:Cable MV PILC:
C5:Current Transformers:
D1:Drop-out Fuses MV:
K1:Kiosks LV:
K2:Distribution boards LV:
L1:Lines Overhead MV Bare:
L2:Lines Overhead LV ABC
L4:Lines Overhead LV Bare:
L6:Lines 66kV:
M1:Metering Points MV:
M2:Consumer connections:
M3:Metering:
N1:Neutral Earthing Compensators:
P1:Panel HV:
P2:Panel 11kV:
P3:Panel LV:
R1:Reclosers / Sectionalisers MV:
R2:Ripple control equipment:
S1:Streetlights:
S2:Switchgear MV:
S3:Switchgear 66kV:
T1:Transformer Point Pole Mounted:
T2:Minisubs:
T3:Transformer point ground mounted:
T4:Traffic Lights:
T5:Transformers 66kV:
V1:Voltage Transformer 66kV:
VR:Voltage Regulators:

Instances
Qty
3
345
10
2 483
8
454
4
1 012
1
99
9
7 956
9 10 793
2
141
11 26 953
10
1 721
8
293
1
88
7
241
10 187 614
2
413
1
17
1
40
2
252
1
326
8
246
1 27 217
10 49 641
8
2 067
1
107
11 10 030
8
1 237
8
517
1
6
1
22
1
35
1
4

Length
[km]
2 483
454
1 012

26 953
1 721
293
88

33 004
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Replacement
Cost [N$]
40 369 785
821 498 000
414 071 079
1 082 551 595
9 700 020
57 158 811
118 495 343
2 221 005
1 709 622 557
357 987 138
42 703 635
99 829 800
22 605 600
1 043 739 619
2 476 626
1 346 400
5 457 600
163 900 000
30 078 750
68 152 600
25 846 560
581 591 702
360 376 274
35 464 320
621 070 923
379 154 854
141 501 410
1 908 720
98 239 680
3 175 200
1 160 400
8 343 456 006

Table 2 allows for the following observations:
•

NENA data includes almost 187 000 consumer connections, in contrast to data from the
ORMs which indicates the presence of some 266 000 consumer connections;

•

the total asset replacement cost of assets included in the NENA dataset amounts to some
N$8.3 billion; and

•

the total network length accounted for in the data included in the NENA datasets
amounts to almost 33 000km.

Table 3 provides a summary of the asset replacement cost data per licensee and asset category,
noting that only distribution entities with NENA data less than 10 years old are included.
Table 3: NENA asset replacement cost per licensee and asset category
CENORED
ERONGORED
NORED
Windhoek
OPEKeetmanshoop
Gobabis
Rehoboth
9 970 185
30 399 600
58 225 820
341 466 005
82 749 746
243 593 072
14 472 416
2 750 094
36 278 072
38 529 168
74 514 435
184 239 522
109 770 268
8 072 997
6 049 333
414 861
30 315 218
505 271 685
551 096 077
6 060 926
20 122 907
9 700 020
6 486 900
6 377 400
32 610 000
811 800
171 600
205 800
12 512 600
36 024 500
15 148 305
38 677 288
3 903 200
593 600
4 770 000
6 779 600
2 160 400
476 646 909
135 003 707
585 490 180
2 424 526
3 374 244
2 681 353
3 791 376
5 127 689
50 995 482
21 669 062
217 774 549
14 474 851
11 294 094
3 479 211
5 907 430
2 925 360
18 654 141
7 584 000
3 837 515
3 855 351
5 808 707
1 417 000
99 829 800
1 691 800
13 714 400
2 168 000
493 000
49 300
112 218 900
209 852 400
250 392 308
334 921 000
33 626 000
23 511 900
19 081 900
36 226 600
1 104 000
1 372 626
1 346 400
5 457 600
161 900 000
2 000 000
30 078 750
19 622 000
6 877 000
19 822 800
271 800
271 800
1 103 200
25 846 560
62 795 731
139 468 800
64 924 300
228 542 503
18 181 000
11 483 100
15 630 900
32 383 600
41 871 200
67 806 487
13 749 700
222 199 100
2 721 600
922 500
738 000
10 367 687
35 464 320
83 533 100
23 274 883
149 862 452
145 792 601
8 417 500
1 491 600
854 300
1 451 700
48 374 592
15 157 187
89 837 426
168 697 346
17 578 589
17 552 146
15 037 768
6 919 800
2 195 600
116 294 626
5 577 593
8 988 659
1 172 358
295 174
1 908 720
98 239 680
3 175 200
1 073 603 610 2 032 030 599 1 643 715 142 2 276 939 200 135 698 931
93 121 005 103 506 746 172 679 896

OmahekeRC
NamPower
Naukluft
3 232 973
200 634
694 445
178 266
9 860 445
456 600
86 250
60 605
2 853 191 467 505 952 24 723 430
21 704 779
7 762 320
958 729
588 192
3 705 900
783 200
15 753 733
8 154 878
18 196 800
1 987 200
7 136 064
1 045 704
4 429 600 199 224 655
2 738 532
6 707 400
270 000
1 160 400
56 941 780 724 260 135 30 958 962

Table 3 includes the following important aspects:
•

numerous asset categories are in use, although many of these are only used by a small
subset of all licensees;

•

most licensees included in the analysis use only about one-half of the total number of
asset categories;

•

Windhoek and the REDs operate assets with replacement cost exceeding N$1 billion
each;

•

medium-sized towns operate assets with replacement cost of some N$100-200 million; and

•

NamPower Distribution operates assets (in central and southern Namibia) having a
replacement cost of around N$725 million.
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Table 4 provides information on asset quantities for select asset types as contained in NENA, being
mainly related to network types and network lengths, transformers, connections and streetlights.
Table 4: NENA asset quantities per licensee and asset category
Asset Category
C1:Cable LV:
C2:Cable MV XLPE:
C3:Cable MV PILC:
L1:Lines Overhead MV Bare:
L2:Lines Overhead LV ABC
L4:Lines Overhead LV Bare:
L6:Lines 66kV:
M2:Consumer connections:
S1:Streetlights:
T1:Transformer Point Pole Mounted:
T2:Minisubs:
T3:Transformer point ground mounted:

6.3

CENORED ERONGORED
162
1 042
95
175
418
5 819
1 338
241
100
119
43
21 957
39 522
5 638
11 439
1 521
443
143
107
6
452

NORED Windhoek
324
634
115
10
563
7 511
24
1 036
66
48
88
44 194
56 321
10 259
13 983
2 858
741
232
530
17
21

OPE Keetmanshoop
24
8
7
25
36
28
74
25
25
37
5 478
4 348
1 091
2 242
88
21
29
59
4
-

Gobabis Rehoboth Omaheke NamPower Naukluft
124
106
13
1
51
1
37
103
34
11 703
325
28
14
104
56
10
5
6
3 081
7 171
2 873
1 569
871
2 272
953
466
20
26
60
4 204
46
49
74
1
14
2

Analysis of NENA Asset Data
This section presents the results of the analysis undertaken on the available NENA asset data.
To enable the analysis, the NENA assets were differentiated into
•

medium voltage (MV) assets, noting that Windhoek’s 66kV network was omitted from the
asset data to render the city’s data more comparable to that of other licensees;

•

transformation assets (incl. transformers and mini-subs, which are abbreviated “trfr”); and

•

low voltage (LV) assets, which were further divided into the
o

LV network;

o

Streetlights; and

o

consumer connections.

In select cases, network assets were divided into overhead (O/H) and underground (U/G) assets.
Figure 19 shows the split of the asset replacement cost of the 11 licensees included in the analysis.
Figure 19: Distribution of asset replacement cost
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Figure 19 illustrates that, on aggregate, almost 48% of the total asset replacement cost is in form
of MV network assets, with some 18% in form of LV network assets, some 14% in transformation,
13% in connections, and some 7% in streetlights. This allows for some observations regarding the
allocation of asset-related costs (in form of depreciation and return on assets) to customer
categories and groups:
•

MV-connected customers (comprising of normal and institutional demand customers)
should arguably not pay for transformation and the LV network, which can be reflected
in a “discount” on fixed and/or capacity-related charges (depending on how
depreciation and return on assets are allocated – either by capacity or connection
count);

•

The most obvious allocation mechanisms for value portions are transformation (by
customer capacity/ADMD – directly related transformer capacity) and connections (by
connection count). However, these two asset categories only make up some 27% of the
total asset replacement value.

•

Networks and streetlights could be allocated by either connections or capacity,
arguments could be made for either option. Since these account for some three-quarters
of the depreciation and return charge it would be sensible to allocate transformation cost
and connection cost in the same way as the rest of the network, since splitting them out
will not make a substantial difference to the end-user tariff and is not practically possible
for licensees that do not have comprehensive NENA datasets.

Figure 20 shows the composition of asset replacement cost into MV, LV and transformation assets.
Figure 20: Asset replacement cost split between MV, LV and transformation (Trfr)

Figure 20 illustrates the considerable variety in which the MV, LV and transformation (Trfr) assets
are distributed amongst the distribution licensees, and allows for the following additional
observations:
•

In the case of NamPower and Naukluft, the dominance of MV assets is sensible, as both
consist of predominantly rural MV networks;

•

In the case of Omaheke, the dominance of LV assets is sensible, as this distributor’s assets
exclude the NamPower MV networks feeding settlements (because these belong to
NamPower, not the Regional Council), while only including a small number of 11kV
networks in select settlements;
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•

The distribution of MV, LV and transformation assets as found in the case of the three REDs
and the City of Windhoek are similar, as can be expected;

•

OPE and Gobabis show surprisingly few MV assets, which may be indicative that some
such assets are not included in the latest asset register; and

•

Rehoboth’s NENA register is incomplete, and the asset split is therefore unreliable.

Figure 21 shows how line and cable assets are split between overhead and underground assets.
It illustrates that the EDI licensees included in the analysis have fundamentally different networks
regarding underground and overhead assets. This difference is significant since the unit cost per
line kilometre is significantly different between these network types. Licensees that dominantly
rely on underground networks (s.a. Windhoek) have much higher network cost per network
kilometre than those relying mostly on overhead networks (s.a. NORED and CENORED).
Figure 21: Asset replacement cost split between underground and overhead networks

To emphasise the difference in asset unit value between underground and overhead networks,
Figure 22 shows the ratio of the unit cost of the underground vs overhead networks (total for the
NENA data of the licensees included in the Study). It is to be noted that “network” as used in the
present context means cables and lines (quantified by their length) and excluding any nonlength-related assets. The factors of 2 for LV, and 20 for MV networks, have a large impact on any
asset value related ratios or benchmarks when comparing licensees with different network
compositions.
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Figure 22: Underground vs overhead network unit cost

Figure 23 shows the detailed split of the asset replacement cost for the EDI licensees considered.
Figure 23: Asset replacement cost composition per distribution licensee

Figure 23 allows for the following observations:
•

Windhoek includes almost no overhead network, which raises the questions whether these
are fully captured in the latest NENA dataset for this distributor;

•

Both CENORED and NORED are mostly using overhead networks which are particularly
dominant in rural areas;

•

Erongo RED uses mostly underground networks which are dominant in the urban areas
served by this RED;

•

The medium-sized towns utilise mostly underground networks, while the rural networks of
Omaheke, NamPower and Naukluft are almost exclusively overhead networks.

Figure 24 depicts the asset replacement cost per customer connection as is recorded in the asset
register. It is noted that both NamPower and Naukluft were omitted from this figure due to the
very different nature of their rural MV overhead networks.
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Figure 24: Asset replacement cost per customer connection

Figure 24 allows for the following observations:
•

CENORED and Erongo RED have the highest asset value per connection. In the case of
CENORED, this is considered correct as the distributor operates extensive low-density rural
networks. In the case of Erongo RED, this may be due to its predominantly underground
urban networks and some rural (low density) networks.

•

In the case of NORED, the asset replacement cost per customer connection is similar to
that of Windhoek. This is surprising, seeing that NORED operates extensive low-density rural
networks, while Windhoek serves a compact high-density urban environment. However,
the difference between the asset replacement cost per customer connection of these
distribution entities may be the result of the cheaper overhead networks employed by
NORED, in contrast to the underground networks that are dominantly used in Windhoek.

•

OPE’s asset replacement cost per customer connection is surprisingly low, possibly as a
result of the mix of overhead and underground networks in use;

•

Gobabis has a high asset replacement cost per customer connection value, even though
the dataset includes an incomplete MV network asset subset. It is speculated that the
explanation of the high asset replacement cost per customer connection lies in its
connection count also being incomplete.

Figure 25 depicts the network length in meters per connection, as reflected in the NENA datasets.
Again, NamPower and Naukluft are excluded from the figure because of the very different nature
of these distributors’ networks.
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Figure 25: Network lengths (in metres) per connection

Figure 25 allows for the following observations:
•

CENORED has a high MV network length per connection, which is a characteristic of the
low-density rural MV networks operated by this distributor (almost 270m per connection).

•

NORED’s average MV network length per connection is much lower than that for
CENORED, which is indicative of a higher average customer density than is the case for
CENORED.

•

Erongo RED’s MV network length per connection is much lower than that of the other
REDs. This is the result of this distributor’s dominant share of urban networks. However, the
MV network length per connection is higher than in typical towns, which is the result of the
presence of rural networks operated by this distributor.

•

At 12m per connection, Windhoek has a very low average LV network length per
connection. This may reflect the significant number of flat buildings and other complexes
where the licensee meters the individual unit but does not record the wiring inside the
complex (i.e. the connections are counted but only the network length to the entire
premises is accounted for).

•

Gobabis’ high LV network length re-emphasises the suspicion that this distributor’s NENA
dataset omits some consumer connections.

Although not included in Figure 25, it is interesting to note that NamPower’s network length per
connection amounts to some 2km, while that of Naukluft amounts to some 6.8km.

Figure 26 shows the ratio of transformer capacity in kVA, per connection, based on NENA data.
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Figure 26: Transformer capacity (in kVA) per connection

Figure 26 allows for the following observations:
•

The transformation capacity per connection of the REDs and Windhoek is similar, although
Windhoek’s capacity is higher which is likely because of the city’s larger commercial and
industrial consumer base (this figure excludes Windhoek’s 66kV transformation capacity);

•

Omaheke’s transformation capacity per connection is low, because most of the
transformers there are owned by NamPower and therefore not included in the NENA
dataset for this Regional Council;

•

Rehoboth’s transformation capacity per connection is low, indicative of the residential
nature of the town, although it is also considered likely that the NENA data is incomplete;

Although not included in Figure 26, it is interesting to note that NamPower’s transformation
capacity per connection amounts to some 33kVA, while that of Naukluft amounts to some 62kVA.

Figure 27 shows the percentage remaining asset replacement value of NENA assets (only
including those entities for which the datasets are considered to be (reasonably) complete).
Figure 27: Percentage remaining asset replacement value
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The interpretation of Figure 27 necessitates caution, because the different ages and updating
status of the various datasets materially affects the percentage remaining asset values as shown.
The figure allows for the following additional observations:

6.4

•

the percentage remaining asset replacement value of most assets are below 50%, which
implies that such assets have exceeded half of their expected useful lives;

•

Windhoek’s assets are considerably older than those of most other distribution entities;

•

Naukluft’s assets are the newest, as a result of the recent formation of this entity; and

•

most other licensees’ assets have between 40% to 50% of remaining value.

Conclusions
This section concludes the discussion on the network assets used by EDI licensees by offering the
following summary observations:

6.5

•

The base data contained in the NENA datasets is often incomplete, and the level of detail
and age of entries made differs significantly from one distributor to the next. This implies
that a direct comparison of entities is often not sensible, and the interpretation of the
results of any comparison must be undertaken with due care.

•

The value and usefulness of NENA datasets would benefit considerably if these were
regularly updated, and new data was quality-assured to ensure its integrity and
completeness.

•

The asset bases of Namibia’s REDs are, when viewed from different perspectives,
substantially different, thus rendering any direct comparison of assets/asset classes
questionable.

•

It must be noted that the customer base of the REDs, and their use of current network
assets, are too diverse to allow for a meaningful comparison between these distributors.

•

From the available data it is not sensible to apportion specific assets to different customer
categories, except for MV-connected customers.

•

A fundamental principle of the Namibian tariff methodology is not to discriminate
between similar customers on the basis of where they are located on a network. While it
would be possible to further differentiate between urban and rural area networks, such
differentiation may be viewed as being in conflict with the existing tariff methodology.
Therefore, for the general customer categories, even if their network costs may differ
between urban and rural areas, their tariffs should not be further differentiated. Exceptions
to this may however be sensible, including for example for rural customers like commercial
farms and other commercial supplies taking connection from a dedicated MV
transformation point. In such cases, network costs are very different from those of
customers in towns, villages and settlements, and their operations do not generally
warrant a cross-subsidy.

Recommendations
This section summarises the main recommendations emanating from the discussion of the asset
base used by EDI licensees:

•

NENA datasets:
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It is recommended that licensees regularly update their NENA datasets. It is furthermore
recommended that the ECB quality-assures all such additional data before the existing
NENA dataset is updated. Such quality assurance should include, as a bare minimum, an
assessment to ensure the basic integrity of any data that is added (for example
comparative analysis of ratios as presented in the section above).

•

Tariff relief for MV-connected customers:
Around 50% of the total asset replacement cost (on aggregate for 11 licensees) is for
transformation and the LV network. It is therefore recommended that customers
connecting to MV assets and therefore not using the transformation and LV network,
should not have to pay for the depreciation and return on the LV network and
transformation assets. For example, they could be afforded a discount (e.g. of 50%) on
the depreciation and return values contained in the total electricity price for the relevant
customer category. On the total revenue requirement of the 20 licensees included in the
Study, and assuming MV customers would be general demand customers, such a
discount would come to some 11.5% on fixed and capacity charges. No discount would
be applicable to energy charges or fixed charges. When adjusting for existing crosssubsidies, the discount reduces to some 9%. The same applies to institutional demand
customers.

•

Allocation of the total depreciation and return on assets:
It is recommended to allocate the total depreciation and return on assets on the basis of
customer capacity (ADMD), as the allocation by capacity conveys a useful price signal
that customers can meaningfully respond to. While the above could also be achieved by
allocating the total depreciation and return on the number of connections, it is noted that
this would likely result in higher fixed costs which a) customers cannot escape from or
mitigate except by defecting from the grid, and b) would therefore not convey price
signals or incentives that customers can respond to while remaining connected to the
grid. The counterpoint for the utility is of course some revenue risk since capacity charges
are not fully fixed and therefore do not guarantee revenue, although they are less prone
to rapid changes such as those associated with energy consumption related charges.

•

Net metering:
It is recommended that the net metering rule pertaining to the installed generation
capacity that is not to exceed a customer’s installed capacity to the network is to be
reviewed. The rationale for this recommendation is based on the realisation that keeping
the above-mentioned rule would work against the incentive to reduce capacity to the
network, while instead providing net metered customers an additional incentive to defect
from the grid.
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7 Analysis of EDI Costs
This section presents the findings of an analysis of the costs incurred by the main electricity
distribution entities operating in Namibia’s EDI.

7.1

Definitions
To present and discuss the costs contributing to the end user electricity price it is necessary to
“unpack” these costs into clearly understood components. Figure 28 depicts the cost
components that contribute to the end-user electricity price.
Figure 28: Components of the end-user electricity price
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As illustrated in Figure 28, the present analysis is based on the following definitions:
•

The Revenue Requirement (RR) is the sum of all costs borne by an EDI licensee to provide
electrical energy to end-users. It includes the effect of “Other Revenue” as may be
generated by a licensee (which reduces the revenue requirement). A licensee’s RR
ultimately determines the overall level of end-user tariffs.

•

Other Revenue includes all income that is not recovered through tariffs related to
consumption and capacity charges to end-users. It includes connection, reconnection,
disconnection and tampering charges, as well as earnings from interest on investments.

•

Operating Cost include those cost components that the licensee has control over
(“controllable costs”) and are the cost elements that are subject to regulatory scrutiny,
and regulatory approval.

•

Asset Compensation includes cost components associated with the depreciation of
assets, the regulated return on assets, as well as the regulated return on working capital.
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•

Distribution Cost is the sum of Operating Cost, Bad Debts and Asset Compensation. It is
the total cost incurred as a result of the distribution of electricity by a licensee.

•

Nett Distribution Cost is the Distribution Cost minus “Other Revenue”. It is that cost
component associated with the distribution of electricity that is borne by end-users
through the main electricity tariffs.

•

Bulk Electricity Purchases include power purchases from NamPower, IPPs, net metering
customers and/or the electricity market. This cost component also includes the cost of
network losses (which necessitates regulatory scrutiny and approval) as well as the cost
of electricity for uses that are not recovered from end-user tariffs, such as street lighting. If
relevant, this cost component also includes the cost of electricity that is provided by
generating plant owned by the distribution licensee.

•

Levies are costs imposed by third parties. They include, for example, the nett ECB and NEF
levies (“nett” meaning the difference between such levies charged by bulk suppliers and
those recovered by a licensee from its customers), as well as the LAS (Local Authority
Surcharge) and related levies that may have to be borne by electricity end-users in future.

The main components contributing to “Operating Cost” are depicted in Figure 29. They are key
in a discussion of “acceptable”, “economic” or “efficient” cost levels for a distribution licensee,
and as such, they are primary interest to the regulator.
Figure 29: Components of operating cost
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All main operating cost components relate to the day-to-day activities undertaken by a
distribution licensee. Excluded from the day-to-day operating costs are “Special Costs”, these
include cost elements that are incurred as part of the distribution of electricity but are not incurred
on a daily basis, such as cost contributions to NamPower bulk supply upgrades, or other specially
approved allowances to cover extraordinary costs. Separating “Special Costs” from other
operating costs components allows for a more objective comparison of the operating costs, as
well as for benchmarking of day-to-day costs incurred by licensees without the distortion that
extraordinary “special” costs introduce.
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7.2

Approach
The approach that underpins the analysis of EDI costs is based on a detailed examination and
assessment of all cost items included in the 2017/18 ORMs as have been submitted to the ECB by
EDI licensees. These cost items include the “O&M”, “Customer Service Cost”, “Overheads” and
“Other Revenue” sheets in the ORM, which constitute the essence of the “controllable” operating
cost of a licensee, as well as non-tariff income items.
The analysis included the development of a consolidated Excel worksheet. This includes all cost
line items from the above-mentioned ORM sheets, allowing the identification of some 700
separate cost and revenue items from the sample of 20 distribution licensees that were
considered in this Study. Interestingly, the number of budget line items per individual licensee
differs considerably, ranging from ten line items for Naukluft, to 58 line items for CENORED. This is
indicative of the considerable variety between individual licensees included in the present
analysis. It is noted that the REDs and Windhoek all have between 50 and 60 line items, which is
indicative of the greater uniformity between the country’s main distribution entities.
While the ECB initially included a set of pre-defined expense line items in the ORM sheets, the
licensees have, over the years, added a substantial number of additional cost items. Some of
these resulted in the moving of costs from one sheet to another, while others are similar to predefined items. The ongoing modification undertaken by distribution licensees’ results in a
multitude of individual cost line items, which renders an objective comparison difficult. It also
results in benchmarking and other analyses being less informative than could be achieved if
licensees had only used a set of standardised cost line items, as had originally been envisaged.
From amongst the almost 700 individual budget lines, 237 unique cost descriptors were identified.
These were further rationalised in a first round of analysis, thus reducing the number of individual
cost line items to 148. A second and third round of rationalisation reduced this number to some
120 and 74 cost and “other revenue” line items respectively.
It was found that the entries in the “O&M” and “Customer Service” sheets were mostly consistent
and are therefore assumed to be comparable between licensees. In contrast, the “Overheads”
sheet was found to contain a number of cost items that can hardly be accepted as regular
“overhead” costs that would be associated with the day-to-day business of a licensee, the most
prominent ones including the following:
•

an “administrative cost” included by Windhoek. This is an allocation for the cost of services
provided by the Council’s (non-electricity) departments. Such costs are largely due to
staff, and therefore not meant to be fully included in “Overheads”. A detailed
composition of how such “administrative cost” items are composed of was unavailable.

•

Provisions for bulk upgrades (essentially capital-related costs), both for NamPower
connection fees payable as well as provisions for loans taken up by licensees, for large
one-off investments.

For the purposes of the present analysis, costs related to bulk upgrades were moved from
“Overheads” to a new category termed “Special”, with the intention to make the three
“standard” operating cost items more comparable to one another.
Staff cost which were previously included in the O&M sheet, were separated for the purposes of
the present analysis. It is recommended that such a separation of costs be kept intact in future, to
avoid costs associated with staff completely overshadowing other O&M costs. It is noticed that
staff costs do not always explicitly relate to the number of employees as are included in the ORM.
There is no uniform definition that correctly links the stated number of employees to the number
of employees that are included in the budget. Specifically, budgets may include vacant
positions, as therefore not included in the employee count in the ORM. This aspect is one of
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several which needs to be further clarified in the revision of the ORM and accompanying user
manual, as will be developed in Phase 3 of the present Study.
Also, some licensees make provision for the cost of “losses” in the ORM. Normally, losses are
automatically accounted for as the difference between energy bought and sold. By allowing
the full bulk purchase cost in the ORM and recording only the units that are sold in the revenue,
the cost of energy bought but not sold is accounted for automatically. This necessitates greater
uniformity and will need to be addressed when the ORM is updated in Phase 3 of this Study.

7.3

Composition of the Revenue Requirement
Figure 30 depicts the composition of the total cost incurred by the distribution entities included in
the present Study, based on the approved revenue requirements for 2017/18.

Figure 30: Composition of the revenue requirement of key electricity distribution entities in 2017/18
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7.4

Composition of the Electricity Distribution Cost
The composition of the cost to provide electricity distribution services, which is defined as the
revenue requirement minus bulk purchases minus levies, as incurred by the licensees included in
this Study in 2017/18, is shown in Figure 31. It is noted that ‘Other Revenue’, as defined in section
7.1, is also excluded from the distribution cost.
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Figure 31: Composition of the distribution cost in the Namibian EDI in 2017/18

Figure 32 illustrates the composition of the day-to-day operating costs of the 20 distribution entities
included in this Study, based on the information provided by licensees in the ORMs. It is noted
that special cost items are excluded from the operating costs shown below.
Figure 32: Day-to-Day operating cost composition amongst the main distribution entities

It is evident from Figure 32 that the composition of the day-to-day operating cost varies
considerably between the distribution licensees included in the present analysis:
•

Staff cost varies between 0% (Hardap) and 70% (Erongo RED), with a weighted average
of some 50%;

•

O&M cost varies between 11% (Finckenstein) and 52% (Hardap);

•

Customer service cost varies between 2% (NamPower) and 19% (Rehoboth and
Leonardville);

•

Overhead cost varies between 4% (NamPower) and 38% (Windhoek, including the
administrative cost item).

An aspect that complicates the objective comparison of operating cost amongst EDI licensees
arises from their different operational characteristics. This is best illustrated by considering the REDs
and OPE, and to a degree, both Okahandja and Omaheke, which are commercialised entities
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whose operational costs reflect the full cost of running their businesses. In contrast, local
authorities and regional councils do not have fully ring-fenced electricity departments, which
implies that the electricity distribution function is part of the wider services provided. As a result,
the cost associated with the distribution of electricity is therefore often not transparent, and the
support services needed to provide such services are not fully reflected in the cost of services
provided in the ORMs of such entities, as would be the case if their electricity distribution
operations were fully ring-fenced from other services provided by such entities.
In the case of NamPower Distribution, which is nominally ring-fenced, it remains unclear if and to
what degree the costs incurred by other departments are properly reflected in the utility’s ORM.
This is a particularly challenging task, as the costs incurred by the transmission and distribution
functions are difficult to distinguish, as the same resources are often used in the provision of
services.
In the case of Naukluft and Finckenstein, while both are stand-alone and arguably commercial
entities (and are private sector owned), their rationale is not guided by a profit motive, and
neither do they have a corporate structure that provides support services and/or charges for such
services. As these entities are being operated for the sole benefit of their customer-owners, their
overheads and cost structure is kept at an absolute minimum, which are features that render a
direct comparison to other distribution entities difficult.
To conclude, the diversity of the distribution entities that are part of the sample considered in this
analysis dramatically reduces the number of datasets that qualify for a sensible comparison. This,
in addition to the small overall number of distributors operating in Namibia, implies that statistically
significant trends, averages and benchmarks are most difficult to identify. In addition, many
lessons that could have been drawn from a larger more representative and less diverse sample
of distributors can simply not be elaborated with any sense of justification or a message of validity
which would be correct for the majority of entities considered.

7.5

Composition of O&M Cost
Figure 33 shows the main components of the O&M cost summated for all 20 licensees which are
included in this Study. The staff cost item included with O&M in the ORM has been removed.
Figure 33: Composition of O&M cost
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More than half of the O&M cost are allocated to the maintenance of infrastructure (i.e. the
network assets), and this cost item mostly constitutes materials for the maintenance of the
network. Another 23% is related to transport, subsistence and travel (S&T), whereas the remainder
is made up of smaller items.

7.6

Composition of Customer Service Cost
Figure 34 shows the major components of the customer service cost of the 20 licensees.
Figure 34: Composition of customer service cost

More than half of the total customer service cost is spent on vendor-related cost, including in
some cases the cost of running the vending system.

7.7

Composition of Overhead Cost
Figure 35 shows the composition of overhead cost for the 20 licensees. The special items included
in some licensees’ overhead cost have been removed here.
Figure 35: Composition of overhead cost
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Overall, the administrative cost allocated to Windhoek’s electricity department (from the
remainder of the local authority) make up some 42% of total overheads. To remove the effect of
this single “unusual” overhead cost, Figure 36 shows the overhead cost composition without this
administrative cost item and therefore provides a more common view of the overhead costs of
the licensees.
Figure 36: Composition of overhead costs (without administrative fees)

Consultants, staff training and insurance fees are the three largest items in the overhead cost
category, with numerous smaller items making up the remainder.

7.8

Composition of Other Income
Figure 37 shows the composition of other income recorded in the ORMs of the 20 licensees.
Figure 37: Composition of other income
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“Other income” is dominated by connection fees (30%), the ECB and NEF levies (28%), interest
earned on debtors and rental charges (NamPower and CENORED only). As the levies are not an
actual income accruing to the licensee, Figure 38 shows the "other income without levies.
Figure 38: Composition of other income without levies

Without the levies, connection fees constitute 43% of other income, followed by interested
earned on debtors and investments (28%) and rental charges (17%). This implies that common
administrative charges constitute less than 12% of other income. For a discussion on the treatment
of connection fees, refer to section 7.11.
It is recommended that levies are to be excluded from “other income” when the ORM is updated
in Phase 3 of the Study. These are to be dealt with in the bulk purchases sheet, by deducting the
associated income from the levies expense and recording the nett levies under bulk purchases.

7.9

Comparison of NENA and ORM Asset Values
Figure 39 compares the book value of network assets included in the licensees’ ORMs and those
calculated from their NENA data.
Figure 39: Book value of network assets in the ORM and NENA
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Figure 39 shows that Omaheke is the only licensee (from the distributors considered in this Study)
where the ORM and NENA network asset values are the same. For most others, the ORM value is
higher than the corresponding NENA network asset value. Exceptions to this trend are Erongo
RED, where the ORM value is significantly lower than the corresponding NENA value, and
Naukluft.
One reason why the ORM network asset values are higher than the NENA values is because the
NENA datasets are not regularly updated. This leads to asset values which are considerably lower
than the corresponding ORM value, as a result of the effect of depreciation. In contrast, most
licensees annually update their ORMs by adding capital investments, which leads to increasing
network asset values. In this context, it is however peculiar why Erongo RED’s ORM value is far
lower than its corresponding NENA value.
Figure 40 relates the annual depreciation figures used in the ORM to those in the NENA data. It is
noted that, as for the book values, in most cases the depreciation allowed in the ORM exceeds
that provided for in NENA, likely for similar reasons as those stated above.
Figure 40: Network asset depreciation between ORM and NENA

Figure 41 shows the percentage of the book value of network assets (as included in the ORM)
which is grant- or customer-funded. As per the Namibian tariff methodology, such assets do not
attract an annual return on assets allowance.
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Figure 41: Grant-funded portion of network assets of EDI licensees

As is evident from Figure 41, at least one-half of the network assets of most licensees are
considered to be grant- or customer-funded. For CENORED and NORED, the percentage is at
70%, and 90%, respectively. Villages and settlements that were electrified as part of Government’s
electrification programme are considered to have network assets that are 100% grant-funded.
Also, Naukluft’s assets were paid for by the customers, and are therefore 100% grant-funded.
It is noted that the larger distributors do not have sufficiently detailed information on how the
assets appearing in the NENA registers were originally funded. This is particularly true for assets
that were installed more than a decade ago, which is the majority of current network assets. As
a result, the ECB decided to estimate the percentage of assets that were originally grant-funded.
It is not known how accurate these estimates are. It is therefore recommended that the ECB is to
launch a determination to establish a reliable procedure in how the proportion of grant-funded
assets can be better determined.

7.10 Impact of Non-Network Assets on Return on Assets
The regulatory focus on assets and the return they are allowed to generate is mostly on the
network assets. For these, the NENA standard enumeration and valuation tool has been created
and implemented for more than 15 years. Much less attention however has been given to other
assets that licensees generate a return on. It is therefore imperative that the impact that such
other assets have on the total asset base are taken into consideration, especially because many
licensees’ network assets are significantly grant-funded and are therefore not allowed to
generate a return on.
Figure 42 shows the percentage of total return-bearing assets as contributed by network assets
(after deducting grant funded assets). On average, some 83% of all assets are return-bearing,
which justifies the primary regulatory focus that placed on them. However, for NORED and
CENORED, this percentage is around 50%, implying that their other assets are as important in
generating a return as their network assets are – this is due to the high proportion of grant-funded
network assets.
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Figure 42: Network asset percentage of return-bearing assets

It is therefore recommended that the regulator considers the impact of the non-network assets of
licensees, especially those with a considerable percentage of grant-funded assets.

7.11 Treatment of Connection Fees
Connection fees are currently included in the ORM under “other income” and deducted from
the revenue requirement to be recovered from tariffs. The question arises whether this is correct
treatment of this income. It is understood that connection fees (in contrast to all the other “other
income” charges are not administrative charges but rather are used to collect capital
contributions towards asset creation, i.e. the income from connection fees is supposed to cover
all or part of the assets that are created to connect the customer. This would imply that the
connection fees are not actually of a revenue nature but rather of a capital nature. Deducting
them from the revenue requirement implies that these funds are to be used in the operations of
the licensee, instead of investing them in assets. Therefore, strictly speaking, the connection fees
should not be deducted from the revenue requirement of a licensee as is currently the practice.
However, under the current practice, depreciation charges on customer-funded assets can be
recovered by a licensee, which should also strictly speaking not be allowed. It is noted that the
current arrangement is a compromise agreed to by the ECB, to allow licensees with many
customer- or grant-funded assets to build up a balance sheet. A return on customer-funded
assets is, in any event, not allowed under the current approach.
It is therefore recommended that the ECB is to review this practice. Either depreciation on
customer-funded assets is to be disallowed, in which case connection fees should not be
deducted from the revenue requirement. Alternatively, the current practice should continue
where depreciation on customer-funded assets is allowed, but income from connection fees is
deducted from the revenue requirement.

7.12 Consolidation of Cost Items in the ORM
As noted in section 7.2, the 20 ORMs reviewed contain some 240 unique line item descriptors.
Clearly this is not conducive to cost comparisons and regulatory oversight. It is therefore
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recommended to rationalise the ORM’s approach to cost and other income descriptions by
rationalising these to a smaller set of approved items to which the licensees must allocate
whatever items appear on their detailed budgets. The proposed approach is for a “raw budget”
sheet to be added to the ORM, where the licensee can insert their detailed operating budget
and transparently allocate each budget line to the appropriate approved ORM line item. This
way the ECB can see how each licensee budget item is allocated in the ORM, including those
that may be omitted from the ORM.
Such a sheet would also present the opportunity for introducing a transparent structure for the
ECB to reduce or disallow certain costs by inserting a percentage reduction item between the
original budget provided by the licensee and the amount that gets carried over to the ORM.
This process is a major shortcoming in the current ORM, where it is not possible to record the
budget applied for by the licensee and transparently see what changes the ECB has made to
that application because the ECB simply changes the entries presented by the licensee. It is
recommended to introduce this transparency in the revised ORM, so that is becomes more
transparent and auditable in recording the budget applied for by the licensee and showing any
regulatory interventions the ECB makes to this budget.
This is illustrated in Table 5 below.
Table 5: Proposed ORM budget linking approach
Licensee
Descriptor
Reticulation
Staff salaries
Bursaries
Insurance
Total

Licensee
Amount [N$]
100 000
200 000
50 000
25 000
375 000

ORM Category
O&M
Staff

ORM Line Item
Maintenance network
Staff cost (full time)

Overheads

Insurance fees

ECB adjustment
[%]
-10%
0%
-100%
0%
-16%

Amount carried to
ORM [N$]
90 000
200 000
25 000
315 000

This approach can be expanded to include a second sheet that can compare the budget
submitted for the previous year with the latest licensee forecast for the same period, identify
deviations, and compare the proposed budget to the previous approved one and latest
forecast amounts. Presently, such a comparison is done in an inconsistent manner in the ORMs
of some licensees and has not yet been formally integrated into the ORM. It is proposed that
the relevant changes are made during the ORM revision to be undertaken in Phase 3 of the
present Study.
Table 6 to Table 11 show the proposed linking of existing rationalised line items to a new and
reduced set of line items, which are to be fixed in the ORM without the licensee being able to
add to these standard items. Any item required by a licensee going beyond these standard
items is to be agreed upon with the ECB and is then either added by the ECB as a new standard
item or allocated to an existing standard item as directed by the ECB. It is expected that this
amendment will significantly streamline and standardise the manner in which the budget is
treated in the ORM and enhance the comparability and transparency of individual budget
items included in the ORM.
Table 6 illustrates the proposed standard customer service cost line items, which are to be fixed
in the ORM.
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Table 6: Proposed standard customer service cost line items
Original
Category
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer

Original Item
Advertising
Billings costs
Customer Committees
Debt Collection fees
Decorative lighting
Demand rebates
Revenue protection
IT costs
Licenses
Marketing
Meter reading
Other expenses
Postage & courier
Printing & stationery
Public meeting venues
QOS management
Rentals Equipment
Telephone & data
Vendor commission

Instances
Used
16
6
1
4
1
1
3
14
15
5
4
2
5
18
1
2
3
19
12

New Category
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer

New Standard Item
Advertising
Billing, vending, metering costs
Customer outreach
Revenue protection costs

Explanation for exclusion

include in maintenance costs or capex
to be accounted for in revenue calculation
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
Customer
O&M
Overheads
Customer
Customer

Revenue protection costs
General IT system & infastructure costs
Licenses (IT & systems related)
Customer outreach
Billing, vending, metering costs
Other customer service expenses
Postage & courier
Printing & stationery
Customer outreach
QOS management
Rentals Office Equipment
Telephone & data
Vendor commission

Table 7: Proposed standard O&M cost line items
Original
Category
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M

Original Item
Consumables connections
Consumables general
Contingencies
Contractors
Fire protection
HSE
Lease Vehicles
Maintenance Buildings
Maintenance Equipment
Maintenance Infrastructure
Maintenance Vehicles
Other expenses
Protective clothing
Rentals Equipment
Rentals Vehicles
S&T
Small tools & equipment
Transport
Vandalism repairs

Instances
Used
11
6
2
5
2
7
1
10
5
19
7
2
12
7
2
14
15
18
1

New Category
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M
O&M

New Standard Item
Consumables connections
Consumables general

Explanation for exclusion

include in maintenance costs
include in maintenance costs
HSE equipment and management
HSE equipment and management
Lease and rental of vehicles
Maintenance buildings
Maintenance tools and equipment
Maintenance network
Maintenance vehicles
Other O&M expenses
HSE equipment and management
Lease and rental of equipment
Lease and rental of vehicles
S&T
Small tools & equipment
Transport
Maintenance Infrastructure
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Table 8: Proposed standard overhead cost line items
Original
Category
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads

Original Item
Administrative fees
Audit fees
Bank charges
Bursaries
Cleaning materials
Cleaning services
Company secretarial
Conferences & workshops
Consultants
Directors fees
Entertainment
ESI games
Insurance fees
Interest costs
IR services
Legal fees
Licenses
Loss on sale of assets
Management fees JV
Management fees SLA
Memberships & Subscriptions
Municipal fees
Office consumables
Other expenses
Rentals Office
Secretarial services
Security
Shareholders expenses
Social responsibility
Staff cost Recruitment
Staff cost Relocation
Staff cost Study Aid
Staff cost Wellness
Stamp duty
Stock write-off
Strategic planning
Strategic projects
Sundry expenditure
Staff cost Training
Staff cost VET levy
Staff cost Workmens compensation

Instances
Used
2
11
17
1
3
2
1
4
14
8
11
4
20
4
2
11
2
1
1
2
8
9
1
3
9
3
12
1
1
7
1
1
1
10
3
1
1
3
17
2
2

New Category
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads

New Standard Item
Administrative costs
Audit fees
Bank charges

Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads
Overheads

Strategy planning & implementation
Strategy planning & implementation
Other expenses
Staff cost Training
Statutory levies
Statutory levies

Explanation for exclusion

not allowed?
Cleaning materials and services
Cleaning materials and services
Administrative costs
Conferences & workshops
Consultants
Directors fees
Entertainment
not allowed
Insurance fees
Interest on running accounts
HR related costs
Legal fees
Licenses (not IT and systems related)
Loss on assets sold
Management services
Management services
Memberships & Subscriptions
Municipal fees
Office consumables
Other overheads expenses
Rentals Office
Administrative costs
Security
Administrative costs
not allowed
HR related costs
HR related costs
HR related costs
HR related costs
Stamp duty
suggest to keep asset related items out

Table 9: Proposed standard special cost line items
Original
Category
Special
Special
Special

Original Item
Capital provision
R&D Renewable energy
Royalties

Instances
Used
3
1
1

New Category
Special
Special
Special

New Standard Item
Capital provision
R&D Renewable energy

Explanation for exclusion

record as LAS

Table 10: Proposed standard staff cost line items
Original
Category
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

Original Item
Staff cost
Staff cost Casual
Staff cost employees
Staff cost Indirect

Instances
Used
2
1
19
3

New Category
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

New Standard Item
Staff cost (full time)
Staff cost (part time)
Staff cost (full time)
Staff cost (outsourced)
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Explanation for exclusion

Table 11: Proposed standard other income line items
Original
Category
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income

Original Item
Administrative income
Asset disposal
Basic charge
Breaker conversion
Call out fees
Connection Fees
Contractor license fees
Cut-off fees
Debts recovered
Discounts received
Disposal of fixed assets written off
Donated assets
ECB levy
Grants
Insurance claims received
Interest earned Bank
Interest earned Debtors
Interest earned Investments
Interest earned JV loan
Management fees JV
Management fees SLA
Meter conversion
NEF levy
NTA levy rebate
Other income
Penalties received
RD charges on cheques
Re-connection fees
Recovered cost
Rental charges
Sale of promotional items
Sundry income
Wheeling fees

Instances
Used
2
1
1
1
3
14
1
1
1
1
1
1
20
2
1
1
12
8
1
1
1
1
20
1
4
9
1
10
1
2
2
8
1

New Category
Other Income
Other Income

New Standard Item
Administrative income
Profit on assets sold

Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income

Connection change fees
Call out fees
Connection Fees
Administrative income
Disconnection & re-connection fees
Bad debts recovered
Discounts received
Profit on assets sold

Explanation for exclusion

to be included under tariff revenue

consider treatment of customer funded assets

covered in asset register
to be separated to net ECB levy on RR
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income

Grants received
Insurance claims received
Interest earned Bank
Interest earned Debtors
Interest earned Investments
Interest earned loans given
Management services provided
Management services provided
Connection change fees

Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income
Other Income

NTA levy rebate
Other income
Penalties received
Penalties received
Disconnection & re-connection fees
Recovered cost
Rental charges
Administrative income
Sundry income

to be separated to net NEF levy on RR

to be included under tariff revenue

7.13 Summary Observations Regarding EDI Costs
While the small sample size and considerable diversity between individual distribution licensees
makes it difficult to deduct statistically valid trends that can be applied with confidence in
determining the “economic” cost of supply, the above analysis lends itself for the formulation of
some important pointers for the road ahead:
•

The updated definition of cost items that are to be included in the determination of the
overall revenue requirement of utilities should render these more readily comparable
amongst licensees, and enable the regulator to more effectively scrutinise such costs;

•

The ECB, as part of its annual tariff review cycle, could collate basic analyses as presented
in this section from the submissions of individual licensees, and address questions similar to
those formulated above in finalising the tariff applications of licensees. This approach can
go some way towards arriving at a better definition of “reasonable” and “economic” cost
of supply. The basis of such further analyses will be developed in Phase 3 of the present
Study, by introducing a spreadsheet control tool that the regulator can use as part of the
annual tariff review process.

•

There is little alignment between NENA data and the asset data included in ORMs. This
makes it difficult to correctly determine the depreciation and return on assets allowances
as per the tariff methodology and needs to be addressed.

•

A more fact-based determination of the proportion of grant- and customer-funded assets
would improve the accuracy of regulating the return on assets allowance of licensees.
This could include an industry-agreed proportion for typical urban, rural village, and rural
MV networks, based on how such assets were historically funded and the current funding
practices associated with such assets.
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8 Tariff Charges
This section presents guideline proposals for the treatment of the various applicable tariff charges.

8.1

Introduction
Tariff charges must be designed in accordance with tariff objectives that underpin the tariff
setting methodology. The principal requirement of the Namibian distribution tariff methodology
is that tariffs and the associated tariff structure leads to cost reflective tariffs. It is this departure
point that shapes the guideline proposals as presented in the following sections.
The requirement for cost reflectivity has two main dimensions, namely that
a) Costs are allocated as accurately is reasonably possible to connection (customer) categories
that use the services which incur the costs, in relation the category’s proportional use of a
service; and
b) Costs are further allocated to the tariff charge type that reflects the nature of the cost as
accurately as is reasonably possible.
The principle of having cost reflective tariffs is based on the understanding that economic
efficiency is optimised by prices reflecting the true cost of services which allow the users of service
to make the economically efficient consumptive decisions.
The pure application of the above requirements is modified by other factors, such as data
limitations, practical limitations, social considerations, limiting the complexity of tariff signals and
other factors. This section proposes and motivates certain compromises based on some of the
above considerations.
The design of tariff charges must be based on a rational set of charge types. These must be
designed to enable their transparent allocation to those customer categories that are
beneficiaries of services. It is noted that most tariff types include several tariff charges – a notable
exception are prepaid tariffs, which traditionally include an energy charge only.
While not addressed in this section, it is important to state that tariffs and their underlying tariff
charges evolve in time. The development of tariffs is the result of the successive changes that are
affected in the tariff charges. From the regulatory point of view, it is desirable that the
development of tariffs is guided by tariff objectives and follows a deliberate trajectory which – in
time – results in tariffs and individual tariff charges moving closer to their desirable state. The
evolution of tariffs is best tracked by a set of indicators, which are to be included in the ORM, as
will be updated in the third phase of this Study.

8.2

General Considerations for Application of Charge Types
A number of factors need to be considered when deciding how best to structure the different
charge types, which are important as they determine how cost reflective the charges will be.
Figure 43 illustrates some factors to consider when allocating costs, setting prices and deciding
which charges to apply to a connection. The term “bundled cost” refers to other cost types being
recovered as part of a charge type, for example fixed costs being recovered through capacity
charges means that the fixed cost is “bundled” into the capacity charge. Bundling costs is often
unavoidable, however the effect on customer signals and customer and licensee risks should be
understood.
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Figure 43: Some considerations for charge type allocations

Fixed
Charge

Capacity
Charge

Energy
Charge

No energy or capacity
efficiency signal

Capacity efficiency
signal provided

Energy efficiency signal
provided

Bundled energy cost
unattractive for low
consuming customers

Bundled fixed cost can
be escaped by
optimising capacity

Bundled fixed or
capacity cost
unattractive for high
consuming customers

Cost reflective for cost
not related to energy or
capacity

Cost reflective for all cost
related to providing grid
and generation
capacity

Cost reflective for all
energy related cost

Can be avoided by
disconnecting or
selecting another
connection type

Can be avoided by
reducing the connection
capacity

Can be avoided by
using less energy from
the grid

Fixed charges provide no efficiency signals to the customer. They are the cost reflective way to
recover fully fixed costs, however they cannot be avoided by the customer except through
disconnecting or selecting another connection category without such charges (if available). For
consumers using larger amounts of energy and capacity the fixed costs are usually small in
comparison to the energy and capacity costs and can therefore realistically be used to recover
fixed costs. For consumers using little energy and capacity fixed costs may represent a significant
portion of the total cost of supply and may be unpopular and difficult to recover. Bundling any
non-fixed costs in fixed charges gives the customer unwarranted incentives to consider
alternatives to grid electricity supply and should therefore not be considered.
Capacity charges provide a signal to use capacity efficiently, motivated by the fact that
providing network and generation capacity carries significant costs. Capacity charges are not
fully fixed revenue to the licensee since customers have the option to change the capacity
purchased. They are considered “semi-variable” because changing connection capacity usually
involves an application process and physical changes to the connection, i.e. they involve actions
taken by the licensee and cannot be implemented unilaterally and without notice by the
customer. Bundled fixed costs are therefore at some risk for the licensee, but this risk a limited by
the slow pace at which capacity can be changed. Customers can reduce connection costs by
having their network capacity reduced. Capacity charges are the cost reflective way to recover
all costs that can reasonably be related to the provision of network or generation capacity.
Energy charges provide a signal to use energy efficiently, motivated by the fact the generating
electrical energy incurs certain costs. Energy charges are fully variable revenue to the utility, and
the customer can make instantaneous decisions about using more or less energy without any
notification to the licensee. Any bundled fixed or capacity costs are at full risk to the utility if the
customer reduces consumption through energy efficiency measures or installation of own
generation capacity, and bundled costs increase the incentive for customers to use less energy
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or install own generation. Energy charges are the cost reflective manner of recovering all costs
that are related to energy purchased or sold (including, for example, vending costs incurred on
the basis of kWh sold).
Time and/or seasonal variations in energy (and potentially capacity) costs can be included in
the design of energy and capacity charges and their associated application rules. Time-of-use
energy tariffs are a typical example of making energy charges better reflect the fact that the
cost of generating electricity is not the same at all times but fluctuates with overall demand on
the electricity network as well as the production profiles of different generators that are deployed
to serve the demand. Therefore, time and seasonally differentiated tariffs may improve the cost
reflectivity of charges. However, they also add complexity to the customer’s bill, which is not
desirable and effective for all customer groups. More complex charge structures must therefore
be applied with due consideration for the costs involved in implementation (for example more
expensive metering) and the customer group’s ability to interpret and react to the tariff signals
given.
The complexity of tariff structures must be appropriate for the customer group to which they are
applied. Large customers usually have more capacity to understand and react appropriately to
complex tariff signals and structures, while small customers often have very limited capacity to
deal with tariff complexity. Nothing is gained by applying inappropriate tariff complexity, and
may in fact achieve the opposite of the intended result.
The deliberations in the remainder of the present Report chapter are guided by the above
considerations and seek reasonable compromises between the sometimes-opposing objectives,
practical constraints and customer needs.

8.3

Guideline Proposals

8.3.1 Energy Charges
As per the recommendations of Phase 1 of the present Study, energy charges should only include
the cost of bulk energy plus losses. While this recommendation holds for post-paid connections, it
is not achievable for prepaid connections.
The application of the above recommendation implies that energy charges, expressed in
N$/kWh, should be the same for single- and three-phase connections, with the assumption that
they have comparable TOU profiles.
Similarly, TOU energy charges should only reflect the bulk provider’s TOU rates plus a flat c/kWh
charge to compensate for distribution losses. Where a licensee purchases significant power from
IPPs on rates which are not differentiated on TOU, in addition to bulk TOU supplies, the ORM should
reflect the blended TOU rates which are based on both the TOU and non-TOU purchases.
For IBT rates on post-paid connections, the top rate should include the cost of bulk energy
purchases plus losses, while lowest/lower (subsidised) rate(s) should be based on an understood
and documented rationale of what is being subsidised. Arguably, once post-paid energy rates
reflect only bulk energy costs plus losses, IBT-based energy charges should not be offered on postpaid connections unless there is a specific approved rationale for subsidising energy costs, which
does not currently exist. Even the NEST mechanism sets the lowest IBT energy rate at the cost of
bulk energy, meaning the bulk energy cost is not being subsidised in the NEST.
For IBT rates on prepaid connections, the top rate should be equal to the cost reflective rate at
design cross-over point, while lower (subsidised) rates should be based on an understood and
documented rationale of what is being subsidised. Such a documented and approved rationale
currently exists only for the NEST mechanism.
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8.3.2 Fixed Charges
The electricity distribution business incurs substantial fixed costs that are not directly related to the
provision of either energy or capacity. As a result, such costs should not be allocated to
energy/capacity charges but should rather be evenly apportioned amongst all connections
served by the distributor.
From the perspective of distributors, such fixed charges are a source of guaranteed income
provided that customers remain on the grid. However, from the perspective of end-users, fixed
charges are often viewed as unjustified as there is nothing that customers can do to reduce them
except defect from the grid. This is one of the main arguments suggesting that “high” fixed
charges are responsible – amongst others – for incentivising customers to defect from the grid.
Internationally, utilities and experts are warning that fixed charges, as have been acceptable
practice in the electricity distribution industry for decades, are driving grid defection as selfgeneration and the use of energy storage technologies are mainstreamed.
In Namibia, common practice included charging fixed fees to larger commercial end-users, while
only a few licensees level such charge to residential customers. The average fixed charge for
general connections amounts to some N$285/month (of an average total bill of approx.
N$5 000/month, i.e. some 6%), while that for general demand connections is of the order of
N$878/month (of an average total bill of approx. N$86 000/month, i.e. some 1%). In 2017/18, the
20 licensees included in this Study generated revenues amounting to some N$97 million from fixed
charges, i.e. amounting to some 2% of total revenue raised.
Based on the developments taking place on the customer-end of the distribution industry, it is
argued that fixed charges must be applied with due care, and it is recommended that they
should not be newly introduced for residential customers that do not already face such charges.
Fixed costs in this connection category should be recovered through capacity charges instead
(or energy charges for prepaid connections). Also, the level of fixed charges must be carefully
set, and must not constitute a significant part of the total electricity bill of an ordinary end-user. A
guide could be that fixed charges should not exceed the capacity charge for the smallest
available connection size in the specific customer segment, noting however that the rationale
for such an approach cannot be considered entirely objective. Lastly, as social tariffs should only
be available on prepaid connections, these do not incur a separate fixed charge.
The costs to be recovered from fixed charges are further elaborated in section 8.5.2.

8.3.3 Capacity Charges
Every network connection avails capacity. The cost associated with the provision of capacity is
expressed as a capacity charge that scales proportionally with the amount of capacity that is
provided.
Capacity charges should apply to all connections except prepaid and demand metered
connections.
Capacity charges for post-paid end-users without demand metering should be reflective of the
cost associated with the capacity provided based on an estimate/empirical ADMD. While one
could argue that installed capacity should be used to apportion capacity costs, only the
consumer connection asset itself is sized to the installed capacity, while all the up-stream network
as well as bulk capacity purchases are driven by ADMD, not installed capacity. Based on this,
capacity costs should be allocated according to ADMD, not installed capacity, as is further
elaborated in section 8.5.
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From the end-user perspective, the advantage that capacity charges have over fixed monthly
charges are that they allow users to reduce costs by opting for a smaller connection. This drives
efficiency and reduces the costs arising from peak demand use, which are significant. Because
users can opt for a smaller connection, the expense/revenue due to capacity charges are
‘moderately variable’, when compared to energy charges which are fully variable (both in timing
and amount). This renders capacity charges more predictable, which is an advantage for endusers (as expenses can be forecast with greater accuracy) as well as the distributor (as revenue
can be forecast with some degree of confidence).
There are, however, special cases where capacity charges are onerous for customers,
specifically in the case of highly seasonal loads such as those used at some irrigation schemes,
agricultural facilities, as well as seasonally dependant processing, packaging and cooling
facilities. Charging an end-user operating a seasonal load the full capacity charge throughout
the year for capacity that is only required during short periods renders a grid electricity
connection less attractive and may therefore incentivise the use of a temporary generation
plant.
Licensees could therefore allow highly seasonal connections (with predictable firm demand) to
be maximum demand metered, with specific provisions for seasonality (refer to MD charges),
even if the capacity is below the normal MD connection limit. Alternatively, capacity charges
could be waived/reduced during off-season periods, although this may be difficult to administer.
Licensees should consider the matter and propose a most manageable approach to the ECB.
Generally, the ESI should move towards greater standardisation of current limiter sizes. This should
include the way in which these are reported in the ORM and should result in the use of
standardised summated Ampere ratings, as opposed to the reporting of nominal ratings as is
currently used by most licensees.
Licensees should also agree on a standard for publishing tariffs, to enhance the comparability of
tariffs, and enhance the value of information that is provided to end-users, including the provision
of tariffs for summated or nominal ratings.
Lastly, licensees should ensure that the charge rate per Ampere for capacity charges is the same
for single- and three-phase connections (per summated Ampere), and for general and residential
connections, except where connections are subsidised.
The costs to be recovered by capacity charges are further elaborated in section 8.5.2.

8.3.4 Maximum Demand Charges
The main considerations regarding maximum demand (MD) charges are the same as for
capacity charges as were covered in section 8.3.3.
Recently, MD charges included the concept of network access charges, where MD charges are
charged on measured MD while network access charges are levied on notified MD or the highest
actual demand recorded during a preceding 12-month period. This essentially splits the demand
charge revenue into a fully predictable stream (from network access charges which are not
monthly consumption related) and a partly variable revenue stream (from demand charges,
which can vary between billing periods but are, for a continuously operating business, fairly stable
and predictable).
Not all licensees have implemented network access charges, and applications of how the
network access quantity is calculated differs between licensees. Some use a minimum MD clause
on the demand charges to ensure that a minimum income is derived from these charges, noting
that demand charges are typically levied on at least 70% of notified demand.
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For the sake of uniformity across the EDI, licensees should all implement the schedule of MD and
network access charges similar to NamPower’s charges. This should include definite rules,
specifically on how a) the quantity for the access charge is determined and revised, b) during
which TOU periods the MD is registered, c) how MD is notified and adjusted, and d) what the
associated notice periods are. Such alignment with NamPower’s practice will increase cost
reflectivity across the industry, assuming that NamPower’s practices are cost reflective.
There may be merit in considering the introduction of TOU-differentiated maximum demand
charges, or billing only on maximum demand recorded during peak and standard hours (as is
practiced by NamPower). This would incentivise customers to optimise their demand during high
demand time slots. It is recommended that the ECB is to explore this matter together with the
distribution licensees and NamPower to find a position that increases cost-reflectivity while also
enhancing the efficiency incentives to customers.
Also, as contemplated in section 6.3, licensees should introduce a 9% discount on MD and
network access charges for MV-connected end-users, on the condition that such end-users
comply with all legal safety requirements applicable to such installations. No discount should be
given on fixed and energy charges. Special, extra-large power user tariffs, which by design
already exclude certain distribution costs, should not automatically qualify for the abovementioned discount, even though such end-users would likely be connected at MV. Licensees
should grant the discount if the standard demand and access charges do include the distributor’s
LV and transformation costs. If this is not the case, the discount should not be availed.
Lastly, licensees should consider introducing concessions for highly seasonal connections,
provided that their demand is predictable. For example, network access charges could be
converted to an MD charge that is based on actual demand, while the concession is
discontinued, or a penalty is applied if the end-user has a draw exceeding the agreed MD during
the agreed off-season.
The costs to be recovered by MD charges are further elaborated in section 8.5.2.

8.3.5 Availability Charges
Availability charges were introduced to cover the cost of providing network infrastructure in areas
with newly serviced properties until these are developed and connected to the grid. Often,
property owners find such charges unpalatable, and distributors find it difficult to collect them as
services are not actively being provided. Availability charges are charged as fixed monthly
charges, and are usually differentiated between residential and commercial properties.
The introduction of availability charges might be contemplated for customers defecting from the
grid. From the distributors’ perspective, such charges may seem justified as costs have been
incurred in establishing infrastructure which would no longer be used when a customer
disconnects from the grid, but which still incurs the same cost for maintenance and operations
because it must be kept operational for other customers still connected to the grid. One can also
argue that recovering the same costs from a shrinking network user base will mean that those
defecting will make the network more expensive for those remaining, leading into a defection
spiral which may leave only those customers on the grid who can either not afford to make the
investments necessary to defect or do not have the physical space to generate enough
electricity for their own use. This can be considered socially unjust and used to motivate the
implementation of availability charges for those defecting from the grid.
However, it is considered likely that such charges would be met with massive resistance from endusers thinking about defecting and could well be regarded as perpetuating technologies (and
associated payments for services) which can be better met by other means. It is also considered
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possible that such charges may be found unconstitutional, as end-users can likely not be forced
to pay for services that are not needed and/or are perceived as being obsolete. Such charges
could also easily be construed as being anti-renewables as the bulk of self-generation that would
be associated with grid defection is based on renewable energy. Since the Government of
Namibia has various policies that promote the use of renewable energy in general, a move that
can be construed as being against such policies may not be politically acceptable.
This leaves the EDI in a conundrum. It is therefore recommended that the regulator in
collaboration with the EDI actors seek guidance from the policy maker, to elaborate a common
position that reflects the balance between the promotion of customer self-generation on the one
hand and protecting the electricity grid as a key national asset on the other hand.

8.3.6 Ampere- versus Demand-Based Capacity Charges
Figure 44 illustrates the significant difference between Ampere-based capacity charges and
kVA-equivalent capacity that is levied in terms of MD-based capacity charges. Unless there is a
clear rationale why the charge levels for essentially the same commodity must be different, often
by a factor 4 or more, such a disparity should not be continued.
Figure 44: Capacity charges per kVA

In this context, and as is illustrated in Figure 45, it is instructive to consider the ratio of the
installed/metered capacity on which the capacity charges are based to the estimated ADMD
that drives the allocation of capacity-related costs.
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Figure 45: Ratio of installed capacity and estimated ADMD

Figure 45 shows that – for general and institutional connections – the ratio between
installed/metered capacity and estimated ADMD amounts to roughly factor 2 when compared
to their demand-metered counterparts. As shown in Figure 46, this is supported by the higher load
factors applying to most demand-metered installations, which contribute to the customer’s use
being closer to the actually installed/metered capacity, as is further borne out by the indicative
calculated tariffs as shown in Figure 47.
Figure 46: Average load factors
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Figure 47: Actual and indicative capacity charge rates

Figure 47 illustrates that general demand customers are currently being over-charged for
capacity, while general (non-demand) customers are under-charged. In other words, the
capacity charge for general connections should be roughly twice of what it currently is while the
demand charges for general demand connections should reduce. It is also noteworthy that the
associated residential charge is reasonably aligned with the indicative level, while the capacity
charge due on social connections is evidently subsidised.
Based on the observations above it is concluded that, over time, capacity charge rates should
be aligned with the indicative rates, and in particular, the ratio between general and institutional
Ampere-based and demand-based connections should be adjusted to more cost-reflective
levels.

8.4

Allocation of Charge Types to Connection Categories
Figure 48 depicts how the various charge types are allocated to the connection categories in
use. It is noted that this allocation is largely in line with current practice as applied in Namibia’s
EDI. There is, however, a need to further align these charge structures throughout the industry, in
accordance with the objectives tariff objectives identified in section 9.
Figure 48: Allocation of charges to connection types
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8.5

Cost Allocation Approaches
The allocation of costs to customer categories is of critical importance in the development of
cost reflective tariffs. Data to inform the cost allocation process is limited to three main cost
drivers, namely sales quantities (energy), customer capacity (in terms of installed capacity,
measured MD and estimated ADMD) and the number of connections served.

8.5.1 Allocation Principles
The method that is used to allocate costs to charges is critical when determining the “costreflective” level of charges for each connection category. One approach entails the allocation
by determining the charge type that conveys the most direct signal regarding a given cost item
to the customer. To illustrate: the cost of generating energy should be recovered through energy
charges. Applying the same reasoning, customer service costs should be recovered through
monthly fixed charges per connection, since these costs are related neither to energy consumed
nor to capacity made available. This approach is applied to all cost types and explored further
in section 8.5.2.
One does however also need to consider other factors beyond the desire to recover costs in the
most appropriate manner, especially in the current environment where self-generation and
customer-installed storage are becoming cost-competitive with grid-supplied electricity. For
example, high fixed monthly charges may encourage customers to defect from the grid because
the customer cannot escape them at all. Also, high capacity charges may encourage customers
to reduce their need for grid capacity and may also incentivise grid defection. Similarly, high
energy charges encourage customers to seek alternatives, for example by investing in their own
generation plant.
A key outcome of Phase 1 of the present Study was that energy charges should reflect only
generation cost and losses. This implies that all other costs should be recovered through fixed and
capacity charges, leaving the question of how these costs are to be apportioned between fixed
and capacity charges. As stated before, fixed charges are completely non-escapable, while
capacity charges provide the customer with options to reduce capacity and thereby reduce
cost.
From the utility perspective, the application of fixed charges implies that the distributor has no
revenue risk (except for grid defection). On the other hand, the use of capacity charges implies
that the risk is shared between the utility and the customer. With energy charges, the risk is
completely with the utility. The risk sharing is modified if the utility applies a minimum demand
charge rule such as the “70% clause”, which implies that a customer is charged at least 70% of
notified maximum demand even if the measured demand is less. This turns the maximum demand
(capacity) charge into a charge that is almost like a fixed charge. Similarly, if network access
charges are significant when compared to demand charges, the same applies. Therefore, the
balance between maximum demand charges and network access charges requires careful
consideration.
The principle that is applied in the following sections is to limit fixed monthly charges to what is
perceived as being “reasonable”, while allocating costs beyond this level to capacity charges.
It is also emphasised that this should not detract from the pressing need to contain all costs, so as
to reduce the total price of electricity, which may also keep customers on the grid.
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8.5.2 Allocating Costs to Cost Drivers
The first question to ask in the cost allocation process is which of the principal cost drivers, i.e.
sales, capacity/demand and connections, is best used to allocate costs to. Table 12 summarises
how the allocation of costs has historically been undertaken (as indicated in the column named
“Historical”) and suggests a “Theoretical” as well as a “Realistic” alternative cost allocation.
Table 12: Options to allocate costs to cost drivers
Tariff Drivers & Cost Allocation
Cost of Sales (N$) - energy
Cost of Sales (N$) - fixed
Staff cost (N$)
O&M (N$)
Customer Service (N$)
Overhead Costs (N$)
Depreciation of assets (N$)
Return on assets (N$)
Return on working capital (N$)
Bad debts (N$)
Less other revenue (N$)
Reconciliation amount (N$)
LA surcharge (N$)

"Historical"
Sales
C_Demand
Sales
Sales
Connections
Connections
C_Demand
C_Demand
C_Demand
Connections
Sales
Sales
Sales

"Theoretical"
Sales
C_Demand
Connections
C_Demand
Connections
Connections
C_Demand
C_Demand
Connections
Connections
Connections
Sales
Sales

"Realistic"
Sales
C_Demand
C_Demand
C_Demand
Sales
Connections
C_Demand
C_Demand
Connections
Connections
C_Demand
Sales
Sales

Historically, O&M cost included staff cost. However, as staff costs are a major cost item for all
distributors it is suggested that staff and O&M cost be split in future. This is furthermore motivated
by the realisation that staff costs are not solely related to the O&M of assets. Table 13 summarises
the rationale used to arrive at the “Theoretical” allocation mechanism, as per Table 12.
Table 13: Motivation for the “theoretical” cost allocation
Sales

• Cost of sales – energy cost is recovered from energy sales.
• LA surcharge – is expressed as an energy-related charge and therefore
allocated to sales.
• Reconciliation amount – a common scenario for this cost is for it to be
caused by differences in sales volume and is therefore allocated to sales.

Capacity
which is abbreviated
C_Demand

• Cost of sales – fixed (= capacity) – recovered from capacity charges.
• O&M – directly related to network capacity, thus allocated to capacity.
• Depreciation and return on assets – assets are directly related to network
capacity and both are therefore allocated to capacity.

Connections

• All other cost items are neither directly related to energy nor the provision
of capacity and are therefore allocated per connection.

The “Theoretical” allocation as motivated in Table 13 is arguably correct from a technical, cost
reflectivity point of view. To assess its validity in a practical setting, the “Theoretical” allocation
was tested, and its implications in terms of the resulting charges were assessed. The results, as
summarised in Table 14, show that the fixed monthly charge per residential connection would
have to increase to some N$232/month, which is considered high for this end-user category. This
implies that the “Theoretical” allocation approach results in a substantial increase in fixed charges
for most post-paid residential end-users, which this customer category would not be able to
reduce/mitigate. Generally, from an end-user perspective, this is considered highly undesirable,
and calls for an amended allocation approach.
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After considering the composition of customer service costs and finding that on average half
such costs are incurred for prepaid electricity vending, it is motivated to allocate customer
service costs to sales instead of connections (fixed charges).
Table 14: Indicative tariffs for domestic consumers using the “theoretical” cost allocation approach

Indicative Tariffs

Residential

Social

N$/connection/month
N$ c/kWh
N$/amp/month
N$/kVA/month

232
142
8
0

232
142
6
0

Combined N$/kVA/month

34

28

301

307

Average (N$ c/kWh)

Based on the above, it is argued that fewer costs should be allocated to connections, and these
be shifted to capacity. Here it is important to reiterate that it is not feasible to allocate such costs
to sales, as energy charges are to only reflect the cost of bulk electricity supply plus losses. The
“Realistic” allocation option as shown in Table 12 is informed by this realisation: it shifts staff cost,
which are by far the largest cost component that was allocated on the basis of connections
(using the logic for the “Theoretical” allocation) to be re-allocated to capacity. This is balanced
somewhat by also crediting other income to capacity charges, thereby mitigating the effect of
shifting staff costs. These shifts are the only difference between the “Theoretical” and the
“Realistic” allocations.
Table 15 summarises the average indicative charges which result when applying the “Realistic”
allocation. It is noted that the re-allocation of staff cost from connections (as per the “Theoretical”
allocation) to capacity results in a considerable reduction in the fixed charges as well as a small
increase in capacity charges.
Table 15: Indicative tariffs for domestic consumers using the “realistic” cost allocation approach

Indicative Tariffs

Residential

Social

N$/connection/month
N$ c/kWh
N$/amp/month
N$/kVA/month

121
145
9
0

121
145
7
0

Combined N$/kVA/month

39

32

285

283

Average (N$ c/kWh)

The “Realistic” allocation approach also has an impact on the calculated existing cross-subsidies,
in that these are reduced significantly, bringing the indicative tariffs closer to the existing tariffs
and reducing the impact of the required transition.
Table 16 summarises the average indicative charges which result when applying the “Realistic”
allocation and allocate fixed costs to capacity charges. The omission of fixed charges leads to a
marked increase in capacity charges, but this gives the customer some control through being
able to reduce the connection’s capacity and therefore reducing monthly costs.
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Table 16: Indicative tariffs for domestic consumers without fixed charges

Indicative Tariffs

Residential

N$/connection/month
N$ c/kWh
N$/amp/month
N$/kVA/month

0
145
12
0

Combined N$/kVA/month

52

Average (N$ c/kWh)

285

8.5.3 Determination of Capacity to be used for Capacity Cost Allocation
The discussion in section 8.5.2 highlights that a substantial part of the total cost is allocated to
connections on the basis of network capacity made available to end-users. The allocation
options include the Ampere-rating per connection (for all connections other than those with a
demand metered connections) and measured/billed MD (and in some cases notified MD) for
demand metered connections. These quantities are either directly available from the billing
system used or can be deduced for prepaid connections (because a standard current limiter
setting is usually in place for prepaid meters).
However, when adding the installed/measured capacity for all connections served by a licensee,
one finds that the capacity sold to connections exceeds the capacity as is purchased from
NamPower, often by a factor 7 or more. This implies that the contribution that each connection
makes to the system maximum demand (as is metered by NamPower) is far less than the sum of
the installed/measured capacities. This indicates that the After Diversity Maximum Demand
(ADMD) of each connection category is a more realistic and fairer measure for allocating
capacity-related cost. The main challenge here is that the ADMD is generally not known and
requires extensive field-based measurements to determine it accurately and with the desired
statistical significance. This is further complicated by the fact that while residential connections
are a reasonably homogenous connection group, general and general demand connections
are very diverse. Therefore, allocating an “average” ADMD to these groups constitutes a
considerable simplification. However, to make tariffs manageable, some such simplifications are
unavoidable.
In Namibia, the ADMD has only been assessed as part of small-scale pilot assessments. In the
absence of reliable ADMD figures, it is nevertheless possible to make estimates of the ADMD of
the most common connection categories. Although such estimates are based on assumptions
and are far less objective than actual field data would be, they can still provide a departure
point for the magnitude contribution that a particular connection type makes to the overall
system maximum demand.
The method used to estimate the ADMD contribution per licensee is based on the realisation that
the sum of all ADMD connections must be of the same order of magnitude than the maximum
demand as determined by NamPower. Research has shown that there is a relationship between
the load factor of a customer and the ratio between ADMD and maximum capacity (for
example the “Barry co-incidence factor), although this relationship is not linear and can differ
depending on the characteristics of the customer segment. In the absence of a well-researched
relationship that applies to the various Namibian connections groups, the estimated ADMD is
used as it is closely related to load factor, where typically connection groups with a load factor
of around 5% (residential and social) have an ADMD around 10% of the installed capacity, groups
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with a load factor of around 10% (general and institutional) have an ADMD around 25% of
installed capacity, and demand metered connections with a load factor of typically around 40%
have an ADMD of around 40% of measured maximum demand. Table 17 summarises the results
of the assessment of the ADMD which is used for further analysis.
Since the ADMD is used to allocate considerable portions of the electricity cost, it is
recommended that the ECB commissions a local load research project aimed at developing a
Barry co-incidence curve (or another applicable method) for application in Namibia, and to
improve the determination of the ADMD for the different Namibian connection categories.
From Table 17 it is evident that the large number of residential/social connections, when
compared to the number of other connections, places a stringent limit on the range of the ADMD.
To illustrate: if the residential/social ADMD per connection is chosen too large, there is hardly any
ADMD “left over” to be distributed across the other connection categories. It is noted that
estimation of the ADMD relies on using reliable customer numbers, and it is known that the
accuracy of these are (at least for certain licensees) doubtful. Despite these limitations, the
estimated ADMD per connection type, as shown in the last row in Table 17, results in a total ADMD
per licensee that is approximately the same to the maximum demand purchased by each
licensee. While based on estimates, this is a satisfactory result considering the underlying
uncertainties that had to be dealt with.
Table 17: Estimated ADMD (in kVA) per connection per category and licensee

Licensee
NORED
OPE
CENORED
ERONGORED
WINDHOEK
NAMPOWER
OKAHANDJA
GOBABIS
REHOBOTH
MARIENTAL
KEETMANSHOOP
LUDERITZ
ROSHSKOR
LEONARDVILLE
GOCHAS
KALKRAND

Residential

Social

0.60
1.00
0.90
1.75
1.00
1.50
1.25
0.40
0.75
0.75
0.80
0.95
1.50
0.50
0.20
0.50

0.60
0.60
0.75
1.25
0.75
0.00
0.75
0.30
0.75

0.75
1.00

NAUKLUFT
HARDAP
OMAHEKERC
FINCKENSTEIN
ESTIMATED GLOBAL AVERAGE

0.25
0.50
2.75
1.00

0.25
0.75

ADMD TABLE (kVA)
General
General
Demand
4.50
20.00
5.00
30.00
5.00
30.00
5.00
70.00
10.00
70.00
10.00
150.00
5.00
35.00
3.00
8.00
4.00
10.00
4.00
20.00
5.00
30.00
5.00
20.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
4.00
10.00
4.00
13.00
35.00
2.00
5.00
2.00
0.00
4.00
5.00
55.00

Institutional

Institutional
Demand

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
0.00
5.00

20.00
20.00
20.00
30.00
0.00
20.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
1.00

4.00

15.00

5.00

40.00

The following example serves to illustrate the impact when using the estimated ADMD instead of
the installed/measured capacity: using the “Realistic” cost driver allocation as per section 8.5.2.,
and based on the installed/measured capacity gives an indicative cross-subsidy in favour of
residential/social connections which amounts to some N$1.3 billion/year. Repeating this
calculation, but using the estimated ADMD instead, reduces the subsidy figure to some N$700
million/year, which is almost half of the result based on the installed/measured capacity values.
It is recommended that licensees are to review the above ADMD estimate and improve them
based on their knowledge and understanding of their customer base. The licensee revised ADMD
must be submitted to the ECB for approval and may then be used in the ORM of the licensee.
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After the initial determination of the ADMD by the licensee it should only be modified if good
reasons for modification exist, and then only subject to ECB approval.

8.6

Charges for Embedded Generators
In preparation for the updated national electricity market framework it is necessary to devise a
mechanism for how licensed generators connected to the distribution system are to be charged
for using the distribution network.
The principle to be applied is that the generator must pay for what it uses. Duplicate recovery of
costs is not allowed. This must further be aligned with the provision of the market rules, as are
currently being developed.
The following approach is proposed:
Energy charge – Any energy provided by the distributor to the generator (for own plant
consumption while generator may not be running) is to be charged on the normal energy tariff
of the distributor as applies to the size of connection of the generator, i.e. generators above
500kVA will be categorised as general demand connections and be subjected to energy
charges applicable to this category.
An embedded generator wheeling electricity to a customer that is not connected to the same
distribution network will have to pay for losses on the distribution system. The losses will be
calculated at the bulk supply tariff and not exceeding the percentage of losses allowed by the
ECB for the licensed distributor.
Fixed monthly charge – In principle, a generator connected to the distribution system should be
subjected to the same monthly fixed charge as is applicable to general demand connections. If
the administration of the generator’s connection requires significant effort above that of normal
consumptive general demand connections, a licensee may determine a cost reflective
additional monthly fixed charge to cover such additional administrative costs. Such charge must
be presented to and approved by the regulator.
Capacity charge – For licensed generators supplying customers not connected to the same
distribution network the distributor’s standard consumptive capacity charge must be
interrogated, whether it includes any provision for generation capacity passed through from
NamPower as part of the transmission (maximum demand and network access) charges. If the
NamPower capacity cost does include generation capacity costs (as determined by the
regulator), this generation capacity component must be removed from the capacity charge
applied to the embedded generator. Capacity charges should not be applied to licensed
generators selling exclusively to customers located on the same distribution network since the
capacity is already being paid for by the customer. This is to be verified and aligned with the
Market Framework that is currently being developed by the ECB, once approved.
Local Authority Surcharge (LAS) – In the case of licensed generators that are connected to a
distributor’s network and selling to customers on the same network, the customers purchasing the
generator’s output are to be charged the same LAS rate as is applicable to energy supplied by
the distributor.
Connection charge - If NamPower levies any additional charges on the distributor in relation to
the connection of an embedded generator, then these charges must be recovered from the
generator causing them. Furthermore, the generator must pay connection charges to the
distributor as provided for in the National Connection Charge Policy.
Besides the above-mentioned modifications, the distributor’s standard capacity related charges
should be applied to the generator, since the generator must pay its fair share of the distribution
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network’s fixed and operating costs, as well as its fair share of the distributor’s transmission
connectivity cost, if the generator sells energy via the transmission network.
If the distributor’s charges for load customers are significantly non-cost-reflective in their levels,
then the licensee, after consultation with the regulator, may apply for the approval of cost
reflective charges to be applied to embedded generators instead of the standard load customer
charges, to ensure a reasonable and economically efficient treatment of embedded generators.

8.7

Discounted Tariffs for Re-Distributors
Some re-distributors of electricity have requested licensees to provide special (reduced) tariffs.
This section examines the different charge types to elaborate whether a rational motivation exists
to justify such a request by re-distributors:
Energy charge – Since energy charges should reflect only the cost of energy production plus
network losses, there is no rational motivation that re-distributors should be offered a reduced
energy charge.
Fixed monthly charge – The connection of the re-distributor to the grid incurs administrative and
fixed costs like any other connection. Therefore, there is no motivation that re-distributors should
be paying a reduced charge. Also, as re-distributors can charge their customers any fixed
charges approved for the supplying licensee, they have the means to recover some of their fixed
cost through levying these charges on their individual clients.
Capacity charge – The re-distributor benefits from its clients’ demand diversity when purchasing
capacity from the licensee. In this sense, the re-distributor buys less capacity from the licensee
than the sum of what its clients would buy individually. At the same time, the re-distributor can
charge its clients the same capacity charges as approved for the supplying licensee. This allows
the re-distributor some margin to cover its own fixed and capacity-related costs. Therefore, there
is no pressing argument in favour of offering re-distributors reduced capacity charges either.
From the above it is evident that there are no good reasons that would justify that re-distributors
should be offered reduced tariff charges, provided that the licensee’s tariffs are reasonably costreflective in structure and charge levels.
There is, however, precedent of licensees offering re-distributors some flexibility in regard to the
manner in which connections are categorised. For example, NamPower and CENORED allow
farmers’ electricity utilities (‘farmer schemes’) to remain on non-demand-metered connection
categories despite their supply capacity exceeding the normal threshold between general and
general demand connections (often by a considerable margin). This is based on the rationale
that maximum demand charges for these licensees are far higher than equivalent non-demand
capacity charges and would unreasonably affect the re-distributor. If, in future, the level of
demand charges vs ampere-related capacity charges is reasonably cost reflective, then this
argument would lose strength.
It is therefore recommended that re-distributors are not offered any special tariff levels because
there appears to be no compelling rationale to do so. It is also recommended that licensees are
to be permitted to exercise flexibility in regard to connection category charges applicable to redistributors.

8.8

Pre- and Post-paid Tariffs
This section discusses the advantages and disadvantages of pre- and post-paid connections and
elaborates the objectives for prepaid connections as well as considerations for special prepaid
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connections, as exist in highly seasonal residential settings. The section concludes with a summary
of the main applications of pre- and post-paid connections.

8.8.1 Introduction
Most electricity end-users have two options to have their electricity services metered and to pay
for such services, i.e. either using the prepaid option which is based on prepaid tariffs or using the
post-paid option which is charged for using post-paid tariffs.
Prepaid meters usually only have energy charges, which are designed to cover (on average)
both the energy and fixed costs that are attributable to the consumption of the end-user. Postpaid metering is usually associated with more complex charge structures. Often, these include a
combination of energy charges (which are lower than prepaid energy charges), fixed charges,
capacity charges, and/or demand charges. Prepaid meters require vending systems and
associated infrastructure where end-users can purchase additional energy units, while post-paid
meters necessitate meter readers or remote meter reading capabilities or arrangements.
Prepaid metering originally aimed to serve end-users with low electricity consumption patterns.
As an ‘all-in-one’ charge, prepaid tariffs (mostly) consist of a single charge only, which generally
makes it easier for end-users to keep personal budgets balanced and live within their means by
managing their consumption and associated expenditure. Today, however, prepaid metering
has become ubiquitous, especially for residential connections. Distributors, such as for example
NORED, no longer offer residential post-paid tariffs, even though it may have to re-introduce these
to allow for net metering to take place.
The analysis undertaken in Phase 1 of the present Study found that existing cross-over points
between residential prepaid and post-paid options are – in many cases – rather high. If the crossover point between pre- and post-paid tariffs is set incorrectly, it sends incorrect tariff signals to
customers, and disallows end-users to make a rational choice regarding the two metering and
tariff options, which is undesirable.
These findings raise the question how prepaid and post-paid tariff options should be designed, in
line with the overall tariff objectives while providing end-users with tangible price signals. This
question will be dealt with in more detail in the sections below.

8.8.2 Pros and Cons of Post-paid and Prepaid Tariffs
Table 18 summarises the pros and cons of post-paid and prepaid tariffs and associated metering
options, both from the end-user as well as the utility perspective.
Table 18: Benefits and disadvantage of post-paid and prepaid tariffs

Post-Paid Tariffs

Prepaid Tariffs

Benefits from the End-user Perspective
• Post-paid energy charges are lower than
prepaid energy charges
• Often, fixed cost can be reduced by selecting a
smaller current limiter option
• Allows for net metering
• Inconvenient token purchases are not required
• Bills can be paid by EFT

• Personal budgets and cash flows can be optimally
managed by buying small amounts at a time
• Day-to-day consumption is readily visible as
remaining credit is displayed on the meter
• There are no surprises from unexpected high bills
• Vending is offered through multiple channels
• End-user cannot be in arrears
• Normally there are no fixed costs
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Post-Paid Tariffs

Prepaid Tariffs

Benefits from the End-user Perspective
• If bills are paid on time, there is no risk that credit
is exhausted at inconvenient times

• The NEST is available

Benefits from the Utility Perspective
• Enhances the predictability of revenues from
fixed and capacity-related charges
• Can generate a basic income from connection
fees
• Regular meter readings necessitate that
installations are visited, which enables the
inspection of meters and installations
• AMR can reduce the cost of meter readings and
reduce challenges with access to premises

• Revenue is generated before the service is
provided, which reduces risk of default
• Payments for services are received before the bulk
electricity bill must be settled
• No meter reading required
• No bills must be generated or sent
• Generates a steady cash income
• Split meters or pole/kiosk mounted check meters
helps combat theft

Disadvantages from the End-user Perspective
•
•
•
•

Consumption is not easily visible
May result in high bills (after-the-fact surprise)
Regular fixed costs are incurred
The NEST tariff is unavailable

• High energy prices
• Net metering is not allowed
• Purchases are generally made on a cash basis,
which renders them unsuitable for large consumers

Disadvantages from the Utility Perspective
• Bills must be collected, necessitating that
collection effort is organised and sustained
• Risk of bad debt
• Cash is received at or after the time when the
bulk electricity bill must be settled
• Meters must be regularly read, which is costly

• Meters are not routinely visited, increasing the risk
that these are tampered with (bypassing / theft)
• Vending systems and vendor costs are substantial
• Highly seasonal customers do not regularly
contribute to fixed network and capacity costs (in
case only energy rates are charged)
• Vending necessitates 24/7/365 availability, with its
associated costs
• No built-in incentive for reducing capacity, unless
different prepaid tariffs are offered for different
connection capacities
• Prepaid tariffs having only energy charges are in
principle not cost reflective in their structure

Table 18 illustrates that both payment options have advantages and disadvantages, both from
the perspective of end-users and the perspective of the distributor. Essentially, both options have
a place for specific applications, and both options have drawbacks when they are used in suboptimal settings.
From the regulatory perspective, an important disadvantage of prepaid tariffs (assuming that
they consist of an energy charge only) is that their structure is not cost reflective. In other words,
prepaid tariffs with an energy charge only do not correctly reflect the fixed costs that are incurred
when electricity is consumed. Therefore, provided that the principle of cost reflectivity of tariffs is
to be upheld, the use of prepaid tariffs should only be applied when the disadvantage of the
lack of cost reflectiveness is outweighed by the benefit of meeting other specific objectives
and/or end-user needs. This is further elaborated in the section below, which formulates a set of
objectives for prepaid connections.
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8.8.3 Objectives for Prepaid Connections
This section elaborates the objectives that underpin prepaid connections and differentiates
between residential and commercial/general end-users.

8.8.3.1 Residential End-Users
For residential end-users on prepaid connections, the following objectives are considered
important:
•

Enable end-users to optimally manage their personal electricity consumption and funds;

•

Provide 24/7/365 electricity purchase options to allow end-users to pay for electricity
whenever needed;

•

Provide a simple tariff that is readily understood by end-users, including those having
limited technical understanding;

•

Reduce the risk of end-users accumulating debt due to uncontrolled consumption.

It is noted that – from amongst the 20 licensees included in this Study – the average consumption
of residential end-users on prepaid connections amounts to some 290kWh/month. Keeping in
mind that prepaid tariffs consisting of an energy charge only are not cost reflective, it is argued
that the cross-over point between prepaid and post-paid tariffs should be set low, to minimise the
use of prepaid tariffs by end-users consuming at or above a given monthly consumption level (or
conversely to ensure that end-users with higher consumption pay for the full cost of providing the
electricity service).
The cross-over point between prepaid and post-paid connection options is the point (expressed
in kWh/month) at which the total cost for electricity services is the same, irrespective of whether
an end-user uses a pre- or post-paid connection. This threshold value is readily calculated by
dividing the monthly fixed and capacity charge(s) of the post-paid option(s) by the difference
between the energy charge for the pre- and post-paid connection. This assumes that the prepaid
energy rate is higher than the post-paid energy rate, which should be the case since the prepaid
energy rate generally includes provisions for fixed costs which the energy charge for post-paid
connections generally excludes.
One could argue that such cross-over point should be set no higher than approx. 300kWh, to
ensure that end-users on prepaid tariffs on average pay fully for the fixed costs for providing the
service (i.e. the choice between prepaid and post-paid tariffs is essentially revenue neutral to the
utility). Once on post-paid tariffs, an end-user pays for energy plus fixed costs as may apply, which
are set to be cost reflective. In this way, by setting the cross-over point correctly, the number of
end-users on tariffs which are not cost reflective would be further limited.
An important additional argument to consider when determining the cross-over point is the
capacity of the current limiter that is used. The smaller the capacity of the current limiter, the
smaller is the potential use of the network. This creates opportunities to introduce prepaid
(energy-only) tariffs that are related to the maximum capacity of the electrical connection. In
this way, and in harmony with NEST, prepaid tariffs for a 20A connection would be lower than
those for a 40A, which in turn would be lower than those for a 60A connection, which ensures
that end-users having a requirement for a large current limiter are proportionally paying more for
the service than those who only need a basic connection.
When prepaid connections are offered at the same current limiter capacity than post-paid
connections, setting the correct cross-over point is particularly important. To illustrate, using
Windhoek’s tariffs for 2018/19: using a 25Amp current limiter, and based on a prepaid (post-paid)
energy charge of N$2.05/kWh (N$1.44/kWh), and a monthly post-paid capacity charge of
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N$9.6/Amp/month, implies a cross-over point at 393kWh/month. When increasing the current
limiter size to 40Amp (60Amp) moves the cross-over point to 630kWh/month (944kWh/month).
Based on the above, it is evident that the cross-over points are considerably above the average
monthly consumption of residential end-users on prepaid connections, i.e. 290kWh/month.
Therefore, should the cross-over point be lowered to more sensibly thresholds would require a readjustment of tariffs, most likely across several years, to limit price shocks on end-users.
To balance pragmatism with the need to keep tariffs as cost-reflective as possible, one could, for
example, limit the maximum available current via residential prepaid connections to 30Amp, and
offer residential post-paid connections between 40Amp and 80Amp. This would continue to
enable residential access to basic electricity services on prepaid connections, while placing
residential end-users who have higher power requirements and/or wish to benefit from net
metering onto post-paid connections. Also, preferential prepaid tariffs for residential end-users,
such as those under NEST as well as other social and subsidised tariffs should continue to be
offered on a low ampere capacity limit only, for example not exceeding 20Amp, which ensures
that subsidies can be applied with greater focus and only benefit those that are eligible to
receive them.

8.8.3.2 Commercial/General End-Users
For commercial/general end-users on prepaid connections, the following objectives are
considered important:
•

Enable end-users to optimally manage their electricity consumption and funds;

•

Provide relief from fixed charges (fixed, capacity) for customers with low consumption
rates, to encourage the productive use of electricity and in alignment with the national
objectives to foster the development of small- and medium enterprises;

•

Reduce the risk of accumulating consumer debt; and

•

Provide 24/7/365 electricity purchase options to allow end-users to pay for electricity
whenever needed.

Based on the above objectives, prepaid connections for commercial/general use are
predominantly aimed to advance small businesses that are characterised by low electricity
consumption. This implies that the cross-over point between pre- and post-paid connections is
best set at level that enable “low-consuming” businesses to start operations. Target end-users
would therefore predominately be small as well as start-up enterprises. For general uses, the crossover point is more difficult to determine, as the use of electricity in businesses is much more diverse
than in the case of residential end-users.
Setting the correct cross-over point can once again be informed by the average consumption
from within the relevant end-user group(s). From the analysis of the 20 licensees included in this
Study, the average monthly electricity consumption of end-users using a general connection
amounts to approx. 1 750kWh/month. This value is determined empirically, and therefore based
on the consumptive behaviour of a large number of commercial/general end-users in Namibia.
It could be argued that a sensible cross-over point between pre- and post-paid
commercial/general end-users should therefore not be much higher than what is currently
happening in the market. In the absence of economic research into the electricity needs of small
and emerging enterprises which should be targeted in the interest of the economic development
of Namibia it is proposed that the cross-over point is set around the average consumption of
general connections. This will satisfy the objective that - on average - the choice between postpaid and prepaid connections by the consumer is revenue neutral for the licensee.
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8.8.4 Special Prepaid Connections
A special group of prepaid domestic end-users include those who only use a dwelling during
certain parts of the year. Such seasonal use is of significant relevance in coastal locations, where
some residential premises are only occupied during the festive season and/or school holidays.
Such prepaid connections may present themselves as “low-consuming” when the monthly
electricity consumption is averaged across an entire year. However, the seasonality of the
consumption implies that the consumption during select periods of the year is high. Such endusers are not members of the target group for whom NEST or other subsidies should apply. Yet,
the current structure of prepaid tariffs allows such end-users to escape paying fixed costs
associated with the distributor’s network infrastructure. This is undesirable and presents a
challenge to distributors serving towns which have a high percentage of residential holiday
homes, such as Swakopmund and Henties Bay.
Table 19 summarises the options to address the challenge as described above and presents some
brief discussion points to further elaborate on the options introduced.
Table 19: Options to address the challenges posed by special prepaid connections
Option

Discussion

Limit the maximum
current available to
residential prepaid
connections

• As elaborated in section 8.8.3.1, this option is technically possible;
• This option is unlikely to negatively affect low-consumption end-users;
• However, this option may have negative repercussions for residential
end-users who (illegally) supply electricity to “backyard shacks”, which
continues to be a challenge for distributors such as Erongo RED.

Deny certain households
the option of being
served by a prepaid
connection, or do not
provide such connections

• The selection of such households may be difficult without being patently
discriminatory, even if this were to be done by suburb or defined area;
• Unless households are identified individually, benefits may be denied to
households that ought to qualify for a prepaid connection but are
located in areas where such connections are not provided.

Set minimum monthly
purchase quantities

• Introducing a ‘hybrid prepaid charge’ is likely to be rejected by users;
• This option cannot be universally applied to all prepaid connections
without negatively affecting genuine low consuming customers.

Implement fixed monthly
charges for prepaid users

• Introducing a ‘hybrid prepaid charge’ is likely to be rejected by users;
• This option cannot be universally applied to all prepaid connections and
is therefore likely to be perceived as being discriminatory.

From the above it is concluded that the challenges introduced by special prepaid connections,
as described in this section, are to be addressed by limiting the maximum current that is made
available on residential prepaid connections and/or introducing different prepaid tariff rates for
different current limiter settings to reflect the higher cost of higher grid capacity.

8.8.5 Recommendations Regarding Pre- and Post-paid Connections
This section concludes the discussion of pre- and post-paid connections by providing a summary
of recommendations. These are to be offered at the discretion of licensees, provided that the
ECB has approved them.
Generally, it is to be noted that in specific settings, the ECB may prescribe certain metering types,
as is already the case in the implementation of the NEST, which are only offered by way of
prepaid connections.
From an end-user perspective, and irrespective of whether these are residential or
commercial/general users, prepaid connections are especially useful because they
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1. optimally enable end-users to manage their consumptive behaviours and the cost
associated with the use of electricity;
2. are supported by 24/7/365 vending systems that enable the end-user to purchase
additional credit for the energy meter on demand; and
3. are a variable cost item without fixed charges.
While the above advantages are not exhaustive, they are further accentuated in the following
applications and therefore included in the recommendations relating to prepaid connections
which are to be offered to
a. residential (social) connections benefitting from NEST;
b. low-consumption single-phase residential and commercial/general end-users, provided
that the cross-over point to post-paid tariffs is judiciously set;
c. general end-users characterised by low load factor, while requiring a sizeable current
limiter, as is for example used by community services including for sports field lighting,
churches and similar end-users having an irregular demand for electricity; and
d. temporary connections (up to 3x100 Ampere or maximum prepaid meter current limiter
capacity, whichever is lower), as is for example used at temporary construction sites.

Special conditions in which prepaid connections are used include those in highly seasonal
residential settings, where holiday homes are only used for a fraction of the time in a given year.
In such settings, distributors may consider introducing current limits for residential connections with
a different set of prepaid tariffs applying to each such capacity limit.
In contrast, post-paid connections are especially useful because they
1. offer energy charges that are often much lower than prepaid energy charges;
2. allow for net metering;
3. enable end-users to pay for the consumption once per month, using contemporary cashless payment methods.
Based on the above, the following applications are particularly well-suited for post-paid
connections and are therefore to be offered to
a. connections equipped with behind-the-meter energy generation plant and/or energy
storage facilities;
b. connections which require to be demand metered;
c. connections that are on TOU tariffs; and
d. connections with average monthly electrical energy daws exceeding the pre-paid crossover point applicable to the given tariff regime.

8.9

Assessment of “Other” Charges
This section presents the findings of an analysis of the schedule of approved “other/sundry
charges” and formulates a standardised schedule of such charges for future use.
Other charges are service, administrative and penalty charges by licensees for various services
that are not directly related to the fixed, capacity and energy costs of active connections.
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The income that a licensee derives from other charges is deducted from the revenue requirement
before determining tariffs for fixed, capacity and energy charges for active connections.

8.9.1 Approach and Exclusions
The schedules of approved other charges for a selection of licensees were analysed. Since the
licensees use different descriptors for their respective other charges, a standardised system
consisting of a charge type and a charge category was developed and applied, thereby
consistently classifying and consolidating these charges .
“Standard” connection (capital) costs stipulated by some licensees are excluded from this
analysis, since they are not necessarily comparable. The common approach seems to be to
charge customers either the true cost of connection and/or a 15% administrative mark-up on the
true cost. This is a matter regulated under the National Connection Charge Policy, and is omitted
from this discussion of other charges, even though it is recognised that standard connection
charges may be included in a licensee’s schedule of approved other charges.
Some licensees also include charge-out rates for the hire of vehicles and equipment to the public.
Since these are not charged specifically to electricity consumers or for any electricity supply
related services, they are not considered here. It is recommended that such charges are
excluded from the schedule of approved other charges in future. Section 27(1) of the Electricity
Act requires the regulatory approval of any charge “… in connection with the provision of
electricity against any customer, other licensee or any other person …”. This clearly does not
apply to charge levied for the external use of equipment or staff of a licensee not related to the
provision of electricity. This includes fees charged for allowing advertising on streetlight poles, as
well as rewards offered for reporting illegal connections or tampering.

8.9.2 Proposed Standard Schedule of Other Charges
Table 20 summarises the rationale underpinning the approach to classify and determine other
charges.
Table 20: Rationale for other charges
Charge Category

Rationale

Service

A service provided to customers or prospective customers. In
principle such service charges should be based on estimated or
average cost of providing such service. Licensees should maintain
a motivation for the costs included in each such service charge.

Penalty

A penalty charge to customers is usually based on the cost of
dealing with customer non-compliance or breach of contract. In
principle, such penalties are cost based, and licensees should
motivate why such costs are included in each such penalty
charge.

Penalty fee

A penalty fee may be charged in case of serious customer or
contractor non-compliance, or violation of safety regulations.
Penalty fees are normally set at a level intended to deter customers
from taking certain actions, such as illegal wiring or tampering with
installations, which have safety and/or financial implications.
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Charge Category

Rationale

Connection fees

Connection fees are intended to cover the cost of providing the
connection assets (materials, labour, transport etc), and are
regulated under the Connection Charge Policy and must comply
with it.

Applying the rationale put forward in Table 20 and applying it to classify the other charges
currently approved for licensees leads to the proposed list of standard other charge categories
and types as shown in Table 21.
Table 21: Proposed standard categorisation of "other charges"
Fee Type
Fee Category
Administrative
Administrative
Penalty fee
Administrative
Service
Administrative
Penalty
Contractor registration
Service
Contractor penalty
Penalty
Connection, Disconnection, Reconnection
Call out
Service
Connection
Capital cost
Connection
Service
Disconnection
Service
Disconnection
Penalty
Disconnection
Penalty fee
Installation test
Service
Reconnection
Penalty
Reconnection
Service
Relocation
Service
Metering and Current Limiter Tests and Changes
Current limiter change
Service
Current limiter test
Service
Meter reading
Service
Meter replacement
Service
Meter replacement
Penalty
Meter test
Service
Penalties
Tampering penalty
Penalty fee
Damage cost
Penalty
Damage penalty
Penalty
Illegal wiring
Penalty
Late payment fee
Penalty
Meter Tampering
Penalty fee

Cost driven Description
no
no
yes
yes
no

Unblocking prepaid account, interest on late payment
Replacement and reversal of prepaid tokens, clearance certificates
RD cheques
Service fee for contractor registration
Penalty fees for contractor non-compliance

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes

Call-out due to customer installation faults
Connection charges to defray connection capital costs
Connection charges to defray connection administrative costs
Service fee for voluntary disconnection
Cost for disconnection due to customer non-compliance
Penalty for disconnection due to customer non-compliance
Service fee for customer installation test
Penalty for reconnection after customer non-compliance
Service fee for reconnection after voluntary disconnection
Service fee for relocating prepaid meter to another premises

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Service fee for changing a customer current limiter
Service fee for testing a customer current limiter
Service fee for special meter reading on customer request
Service fee for meter replacement on customer request
Penalty fee for meter replacement due to customer tampering
Service fee for meter testing

no
yes
no
no
no
no

Penalty fee for tampering
Recovery of cost to repair customer caused damage
Penalty fee for damaging licensee infrastructure
Penalty for customer illegal wiring
Penalty for late payment of account
Penalty fee for meter tampering by customer

It is recommended that all other charges applied by licensees should be classified using the
above structure, and that charges that are not required to be approved by the ECB be omitted
from the schedule of approved other charges of a licensee (to avoid creating the impression that
such charges are regulated by the ECB).

8.9.3 Comparison of Licensee’s Other Charge Levels
Table 22 shows the level of charges in 2018/19 for a set of other charges where comparison
between licensees is sensible. Service fees (which should be cost based) often have similar
charge levels, while penalties differ substantially. It must be noted that the charges included in
the table are those applicable in ordinary (i.e. non-special) urban electrification contexts.
CENORED, for example, has higher service charges for its rural MV networks, which may be
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justifiable as these require extensive travel when compared to those required for urban
connections.
Table 22: Other charge levels of selected licensees
Fee Type
Fee Category Cost driven
Administrative
Administrative
Penalty
yes
Contractor registration Service
yes
Contractor penalty
Penalty
no
Connection, Disconnection, Reconnection
Call out
Service
yes
Connection
Service
yes
Disconnection
Service
yes
Disconnection
Penalty
yes
Disconnection
Penalty fee
no
Installation test
Service
yes
Reconnection
Penalty
yes
Reconnection
Service
yes
Relocation
Service
yes
Metering and Current Limiter Tests and Changes
Current limiter change Service
yes
Current limiter test
Service
yes
Meter reading
Service
yes
Meter replacement
Service
yes
Meter replacement
Penalty
yes
Meter test
Service
yes
Penalties
Tampering penalty
Penalty fee
no
Damage cost
Penalty
yes
Damage penalty
Penalty
no
Illegal wiring
Penalty
no
Late payment fee
Penalty
no
Meter Tampering
Penalty fee
no

Description

MARIENTAL WINDHOEK ERONGORED KEETMANSHOOP NORED

RD cheques
Service fee for contractor registration
Penalty fees for contractor non-compliance

239
744

130
239
744

200

5 000

240

290
110
264

218
104
135

218
104
104

300
65
280

450
240

440

218

218

280

680
440
220
701
242
440

250
210
1 180

250
165
218
1 180

260

260

260

6 240
9 639
6 926
15 600
26

6 240
6 926

3 500

250

Call-out due to customer installation faults
Connection charges to defray connection administrative costs
Service fee for voluntary disconnection
Cost for disconnection due to customer non-compliance
Penalty for disconnection due to customer non-compliance
Service fee for customer installation test (first)
Penalty for reconnection after customer non-compliance
Service fee for reconnection after voluntary disconnection
Service fee for relocating prepaid meter to another premises

490

Service fee for changing a customer current limiter
Service fee for testing a customer current limiter
Service fee for special meter reading on customer request
Service fee for meter replacement on customer request
Penalty fee for meter replacement due to customer tampering
Service fee for meter testing

240

Penalty fee for tampering (first)
Recovery of cost to repair customer caused damage
Penalty fee for damaging licensee infrastructure
Penalty for customer illegal wiring
Penalty for late payment of account
Penalty fee for meter tampering by customer

OPE CENORED

81

260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260

550

390

6 900

260
-

-

15 600
26

2 000

It is recommended that the ECB – in close collaboration with the licensees – establishes
standardised charge levels for all fees and charges where the underlying cost are reasonably
similar amongst licensees, including for penalty fees.
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9 Development of Target Tariffs and Tariff Transition Paths
This section develops target costs and tariffs for the country’s electricity distribution industry.

9.1

Determining “Economic” Costs
Section 8.8 concluded that the EDI data as is currently available (and associated data quality)
does not allow for the formulation of reliable benchmarks that could be confidently used to
determine the “economic” costs of licensees. The poor data quality constitutes a significant
regulatory limitation that must be addressed, although the small number of licensees in Namibia
will also continue to limit the development of statistically valid cost benchmarks. While technical
and generic financial performance benchmarks can be derived from international sources (as
per the Namibian ESI Performance Framework), the same does not apply to operating costs
because these are driven by local and area-specific factors to which benchmarks from further
afield cannot be readily applied.
To ensure that reliable EDI-relevant benchmarking data can be derived in future, it is
recommended that the ECB initiates the following additional activities:

•

NENA data is to be regularly updated and be quality-assured.
This will ensure that this important data source is comprehensive and reflects up-to-date
changes taking place in the asset base. Unless the quality, completeness and reliability of
NENA datasets is improved it will not be possible to determine reliable and useful
benchmarks of the licensees’ physical asset base.

•

Network performance data is to be collected from all licensees, is to be systematically
and regularly collated, and is to form part of the regulatory review of the annual tariff
applications submitted by distribution licensees.
In order to relate licensee costs to specific performance outcomes and physical network
characteristics it is essential that network and customer service performance data is
available which fulfils the applicable quality of supply and service standards.

•

The ORM cost structure is to be updated to enhance the uniformity of submissions by
licensees.
This is part of the activities to be undertaken in Phase 3 of the present Study.

Until the data sources are firmed up and their reliability is improved, it is recommended that the
ECB annually updates the relevant interim benchmarks as set out in section 8.8, and tracks their
development. This is expected to further strengthen the foundation on which regulatory decisions
are made, including a process of regular internal deliberations on evolving industry
performances. This is expected to improve the understanding of the operations and requirements
of licensees and enhance the regulatory guidance that can be provided to all EDI actors.
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9.2

Cross-Subsidies
As shown in this Study, significant cross-subsidies between connection categories exist, flowing
from general and institutional customers to residential and social customers. The magnitude of
these cross-subsidies depends on the actual cost allocation method applied, as discussed in
section 8.5.
Economic theory suggests that cross-subsidies are undesirable, as they distort price signals and
impede economic efficiency. However, prevailing social realities are an important factor too.
Namibia continues to be challenged by pervasive poverty and the existence of considerable
disparities between rich and poor. These factors imply that select subsidies, e.g. to alleviate
poverty and foster social upliftment, are considered desirable by many, and may likely be
inevitable if national development goals are to be realised.
Government has only sporadically availed subsidies to assist the electricity sector in achieving
national goals, a notable exception being the investments in rural electrification. The electricity
sector is therefore mostly left to its own devices to raise subsidies from within. This has led to
licensees introducing a variety of direct and indirect cross-subsidies, often without having
quantified their impacts and long-term repercussions. For example, this has taken the form of
residential tariffs being increased less than general tariffs in order to support domestic
consumption. Others have introduced “support” tariffs aimed at residential or low-income
households, which are implicitly funded by way of higher tariff increases for general customers. In
this way, cross-subsidies as applied by EDI licensees have increased at a steady rate, often
without an understanding of the scale of such transfers or efforts to limit their escalation.
Regulatory control has also been ineffective in reigning them in.
Based on the current status quo, the question must be raised in how the EDI’s cross-subsidies are
to be managed in future. On the one hand, general consumers funding the bulk of the current
cross-subsidies as well as advocates of industrial and economic development would want to
reduce the current regime of cross-subsidies, since inflated electricity costs reduce the
competitiveness of Namibian industries. On the other hand, domestic end-users and those
advocating social upliftment agendas argue that cross-subsidies are essential to keep electricity
affordable to households. Balancing these positions must be determined by national policy rather
than be decided on by electricity industry actors. Policy is a national matter, and policy direction
must therefore not be determined by the affected sector only. At the same time the electricity
sector cannot be expected to address and resolve systemic social challenges alone.
Deciding on policy imperatives cannot sensibly be undertaken without being informed by
economic analysis. This is particularly important when contemplating the change of the status
quo of the current cross-subsidies as exist in the electricity industry. In the absence of in-depth
analysis, it will remain unclear what the possible and likely economy-wide impacts will be if the
EDI’s current regime of subsidies is changed. One could argue that reducing the cross-subsidy to
domestic end-users will increase their electricity cost which would likely reduce their disposable
income, which in turn reduces the consumption of other goods and services, and thereby exert
a potentially negative impact on commerce and industry. Whether or not a decrease of the
price of electricity paid by commerce and industry would lead to a tangible reduction of the
cost of goods and services, and whether this would off-set the decrease in domestic spending is
beyond the scope of this Study, but nevertheless remains essential to answer.
It is therefore recommended that the ECB commissions an economic impact analysis to assess
the national impacts that are potentially brought about by reducing or eliminating the crosssubsidies as exist across the EDI.
Until the results of the economic impact analysis as recommended above are available, it is
recommended to seek to moderately reduce, or at least not increase, existing cross-subsidies
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outside approved national mechanisms such as the NEST mechanism. The tariff path analysis
presented in the remainder of this section seeks to reduce cross-subsidies to residential
connections (but not for social connections, which are protected in the interim) and from general
and general demand connections (which drive economic activity). The resulting balancing
requirements from changing the flow of subsidies between the above customer categories are
allocated to institutional connection categories, which are arguably the least sensitive to such
changes. This approach is motivated by the Government directive that the cost reflectiveness of
tariffs be improved.

Furthermore, it is recommended that the regulator and licensees annually quantify the level and
direction of the flow of cross-subsidies amongst customer categories, using the cost allocation
method developed as part of the present Study. It is considered likely that an enhancement of
the transparency of the sources and uses of cross-subsidies is to limit their further escalation, unless
they are specifically approved as part of nationally-approved support mechanisms such as the
NEST.

Lastly, it is important to note that despite the outcomes of the economic impact analysis as
mentioned above it remains uncertain whether the wider implications of increasing domestic
electricity prices to reduce cross-subsidies raised by commerce and industry would find the
political support necessary to effectively address the matter in future.

9.3

Determination of Indicative Tariffs
Indicative (target) tariff charges are determined through the allocation of costs firstly between
connection categories (based on the services used by each category) and then between tariff
charges within each connection category (based on the charge type that best reflects the
nature of a cost item). This section describes how this allocation is implemented.
Based on the “realistic” cost allocation using the estimated ADMD values (refer to section 8.5),
indicative tariffs can be calculated, both for individual licensees as well as at national level
(based on the 20 licensees included in this Study). While indicative tariffs for individual licensees
are presented in separate reports that have been compiled as part of the present Study, this
section only presents the calculation of indicative national tariffs.
Table 23 summarises the quantitative inputs used for the calculation of the indicative national
tariffs.
Table 23: Inputs used for the calculation of indicative national tariffs

ITEM
Number of Connections - post-paid
Number of Connections - pre-paid
Sales (MWh/year) - post-paid
Sales (MWh/year) - pre-paid
Installed amps - post-paid
Installed amps - pre-paid
Peak Demand (average monthly kVA)
ITEM
Number of Connections
Sales (MWh/year)
Installed amps
Amps converted kVA
Peak Demand (average monthly kVA)
Combined ADMD (kVA)

Description
Connections
Connections
Sales
Sales
Amps
Amps
Demand
Description
Connections
Sales
Amps
Demand (Amp)
Demand
C_Demand

Residential
29 968
166 823
221 821
582 896
1 124 815
6 681 168

Residential

Social
7 070
37 816
39 479
112 512
187 669
1 418 522

Social

General
15 511
5 413
331 516
64 478
1 560 677
319 223

General

196 791
804 717
7 805 983
1 795 376

44 886
151 991
1 606 191
369 424

20 924
395 995
1 879 900
432 377

196 791

33 665

104 620
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Institutional
Demand
1 566
220
28 891
67 324
156 897
22 458

General Demand Institutional
2 474
1 044 762
43 740
312 837

General Demand Institutional
2 474
1 044 762
43 740
10 060
312 837
136 080

1 566
28 891
156 897
36 086
7 828

Institutional
Demand
220
67 324
22 458
8 793

Total
56 809
210 052
1 733 794
759 886
3 073 798
8 418 913
335 295
Total
266 861
2 493 680
11 492 711
2 643 323
335 295
487 776

Table 24 lists the revenue requirement inputs needed to calculate national indicative tariffs.
Table 24: Summary of revenue requirement inputs
Cost of Sales (N$) - energy
Cost of Sales (N$) - fixed
Staff cost (N$)
O&M (N$)
Customer Service (N$)
Overhead Costs (N$)
Depreciation (replacement cost) (N$)
Return (N$)
Working capital (N$)
Bad debts (N$)
Less other revenue (N$)
Reconciliation amount (N$)
LA surcharge (N$)
Total

3 328 001 596
1 158 987 350
549 438 521
219 290 981
73 106 967
315 724 139
253 007 030
170 268 283
40 607 070
32 430 606
-266 927 969
-3 854 865
237 283 217
6 107 362 927

Table 25 shows how the revenue requirement items are allocated to the connection categories.
Table 25: Allocation of revenue requirement items to connection categories

Cost of Sales (N$) - energy
Cost of Sales (N$) - fixed
Staff cost (N$)
O&M (N$)
Customer Service (N$)
Overhead Costs (N$)
Depreciation (replacement cost) (N$)
Return (N$)
Working capital (N$)
Bad debts (N$)
Less other revenue (N$)
Reconciliation amount (N$)
LA surcharge (N$)

Key Driver

Residential

Sales
C_Demand
C_Demand
C_Demand
Sales
Connections
C_Demand
C_Demand
Connections
Connections
C_Demand
Sales
Sales
Total (N$)

1 071 217 023
467 410 413
221 369 801
88 652 714
23 531 668
232 792 016
102 035 730
68 667 849
29 940 700
23 911 970
-107 649 934
-1 240 804
76 376 713
2 297 015 859

Social

General

202 326 266
79 958 982
37 869 297
15 165 646
4 444 547
53 097 697
17 455 052
11 746 874
6 829 196
5 454 098
-18 415 463
-234 357
14 425 662
430 123 497

535 692 080
248 975 979
117 917 277
47 222 731
11 767 670
24 800 312
54 351 476
36 577 373
3 189 709
2 547 443
-57 342 000
-620 499
38 194 315
1 063 273 865

General Demand
1 390 759 257
323 211 300
153 075 797
61 302 783
30 551 124
2 926 803
70 557 052
47 483 377
376 433
300 636
-74 439 239
-1 610 933
99 159 757
2 103 654 148

Institutional
38 386 840
18 545 075
8 783 116
3 517 404
843 252
1 847 261
4 048 391
2 724 480
237 587
189 747
-4 271 142
-44 464
2 736 944
77 544 493

Institutional
Demand
89 620 130
20 885 601
9 891 609
3 961 326
1 968 706
260 050
4 559 328
3 068 330
33 446
26 712
-4 810 191
-103 808
6 389 826
135 751 065

Total
3 328 001 596
1 158 987 350
548 906 897
219 822 605
73 106 967
315 724 139
253 007 030
170 268 283
40 607 070
32 430 606
-266 927 969
-3 854 865
237 283 217
6 107 362 927

Table 26 summarises the resultant set of indicative national tariffs calculated using the above
inputs and allocation mechanism. It is noted that they are cost reflective in structure and charge
levels and recover the full revenue requirement. As a result, their level is higher than those of
existing tariffs because a) the existing tariffs result in an under-recovery, and b) there are special
tariffs not included in this table, whose revenue is also recovered through the displayed tariffs,
although this is negligible.
Table 26: Indicative national tariffs
Indicative Tariffs
N$/connection/month
N$ c/kWh
N$/amp/month
N$/kVA/month
Combined N$/kVA/month
Average (N$ c/kWh)

Residential

Social

General

General Demand

Institutional

0
145
12
0

0
145
11
0

121
145
20
0

121
145
0
155

121
145
18
0

Institutional
Demand
121
145
0
130

Total
11
145
13
153

52

47

86

150

77

130

68

285

283

264

201

269

202

244

The cost allocation mechanism is sensitive to the estimated ADMD, since most costs (other than
for energy) are allocated on capacity which in turn are driven by the estimated ADMD. As the
ADMD values as used in the model are estimated rather than empirically determined, their use
may introduce significant distortions in the resulting indicative tariffs, even though the estimates
are “educated guesses” which are guided by technical design considerations.
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9.3.1 Existing and Indicative National Tariff Levels
Figure 49 compares the average existing tariffs to the indicative national tariffs.
Figure 49: Existing and indicative tariffs per main customer category

It is noted that the average existing tariffs for residential and social end-users are smaller than the
indicative tariffs. These customer categories therefore pay less than they should. In contrast, the
existing tariffs for all general and institutional end-users are higher than the respective indicative
tariffs, which implies that these customer categories (on average) pay more than they should.
This implies that a future tariff path, which aims to adjust tariffs towards more cost reflective tariff
levels must aim to reduce the current discrepancies, unless an allocation method that allows for
the continuation of cross-subsidies between these customer categories is applied.

9.3.2 Estimating Existing Cross-Subsidies
As is evident from Figure 49, there is a significant difference between the existing tariffs and the
fully cost-reflective “indicative” total average tariffs. The difference is interpreted to be due to
cross-subsidies between connection classes, which flow from general and institutional
connection categories (who pay more than the indicative tariff) to residential and social
categories (who pay less than the indicative tariff).
A model was developed to test how the standard cost allocation method can be modified to
reduce residential and social cost allocations and recover these from the other connection
categories. Table 27 shows a “subsidy package” that estimates existing cross-subsidy levels for
the different charge types.
Table 27: Estimated existing cross-subsidy reductions and over-recoveries

Tariff Drivers
Connections / fixed charges
Sales / energy charges
Capacity charges

Residential
UnderRecovery

Social
UnderRecovery

General
Overrecovery

90%
10%
30%

100%
0%
75%

100%
30%
-32%
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General
Demand
Overrecovery
500%
7%
70%

Institutional
Overrecovery
350%
57%
40%

Institutional
Demand
Overrecovery
1000%
30%
170%

The subsidy package shown in Table 27 reduces residential and social costs by the percentage
as indicated in the table and increases the cost components allocated to general and
institutional categories by the corresponding percentages, to simulate the existing tariff levels per
category.

9.3.3 Indicative Individual Charge Levels
This section repeats the analysis presented in section 9.3.1, focusing on existing and indicative
energy, fixed and capacity charges. In this context it is important to note that the national tariff
figures are often very different than those applicable in the case of individual licensees.
It must be noted that the indicative rates presented here
a) are averaged for the 20 licensees included in the Study, and therefore not representative
of any individual licensee whose individual tariffs differ significantly from the average;
b) do not consider existing cross-subsidies which are significant; and
c) do not take contextual or other specific requirements into account as will have to be
done when determining the charges for individual licensees.
Figure 50 shows the existing versus indicative energy rates.
Figure 50: Existing and indicative energy charges

Figure 50 allows the following observations:
•

all existing energy charges are above the corresponding indicative levels;

•

the energy charges for general, institutional and institutional demand levels are far above
the indicative levels; and

•

the energy charges for residential, social and general demand customers are only slightly
above the corresponding indicative level.

Figure 51 shows the existing versus indicative monthly fixed charges (the residential and social
categories are omitted since they should in general not be subjected to fixed charges).
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Figure 51: Existing and indicative monthly fixed charges

Figure 51 allows the following observations:
•

general, general demand, institutional and institutional demand customers currently have
high monthly fixed charges that should be reduced, although higher metering costs for
some of these categories should be considered before simply following the indicative
rates.

Figure 52 depicts the existing and indicative capacity charges, noting that all Ampere-based
charges were converted to kVA to allow these to be comparable.
Figure 52: Existing and indicative monthly capacity charges

Figure 52 allows the following observations:
•

social capacity charges are not relevant as most social connections are prepaid, but are
nevertheless instructive as a target for inclusion in the determination of the prepaid tariff;

•

general connections should have their monthly capacity charges increased; and

•

the capacity charges of general demand, institutional and institutional demand
connections ought to be decreased.
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9.4

Development of a Tariff Transition Path

9.4.1 Introduction
The proposed tariff transition path presented in this section is indicative in nature, starting from
existing tariffs and leading towards future tariffs that are more cost reflective than the existing
ones. It is important to note that the tariff path is not a tariff forecast, i.e. it does not attempt to
forecast actual future tariff levels, but rather demonstrates relative changes of tariff rates while
maintaining the current revenue position of licensees. This approach is used to better visualise the
changes required to move towards more cost reflective tariffs without changes imposed by
forecast costs and sales volumes (i.e. the tariff path is determined in real terms, both from a
financial and sales volume perspective).
The departure point for the determination of the proposed tariff path is the existing tariffs. At
summated level, as presented here, these are the weighted average tariffs of the 20 licensees
included in the Study. The target tariff after five years is determined through an iterative
calculation method using the theoretical cost-reflective indicative tariffs and applying a set of
reduced cross-subsidies. In this way, the tariff path is designed to improve the cost-reflectiveness
of tariffs by a) improving the cost recovery balance between connection categories and
charges, and b) reducing the cross-subsidies between connection categories.
Figure 53 illustrates the process used to determine the proposed tariff path.
Figure 53: Schematic approach used to determine the proposed tariff path
Cost-Reflective
Cost Allocation

Existing
Tariffs

Compare

Indicative
Tariffs

Develop

Postulated
Existing
Cross-Subsidies

Reduce
CrossSubsidies

Postulated
Reduced
Cross-Subsidies

Limit
Consumer
Impacts

Projected
Future
Tariffs

9.4.2 Approach
To develop a future tariff path, it is necessary to set the main parameters that determine the
direction and pace of the development of the present-day baseline tariffs to the target tariffs of
the future. The baseline target tariff is determined using the cost allocation approach described
in section 8.8, and is based on present-day costs and sales. Unless the distribution industry is to
undergo fundamental changes, i.e. when assuming that all external changes are kept as they
presently are, the present-day costs and sales expressed in real terms (i.e. in today’s monetary
value) serves as target tariff.
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It is important to reflect on the fundamental assumption expressed in the previous paragraph:
assuming that the overall real cost structure remains as is (meaning that all costs increase or
decrease at the same rate) and sales quantities remain as they are (meaning that customers and
their consumption behaviours remain as they presently are), the real costs and sales are used to
determine the tariff target. It is emphasised that these assumptions are simplistic and may not
reflect the actual changes likely to take place in the distribution industry. Most notably, it is
considered certain that different cost items will change, and that such change will take place at
different rates. In addition, it is considered certain that sales quantities will change in future, most
notably because end-users have more energy efficiency and self-generating and storage
options at their disposal than ever before. Yes, despite the future being different than expressed
in the assumption above, namely that the overall real cost structure and sales quantities remain
as they currently are, it is still considered instructive to examine the “real terms” price path resulting
under this set of assumptions. Specifically, these assumptions enable a purist assessment of the
changes of tariffs and associated customer impacts in the absence of other driving forces. This
barebones approach, with all its limitations, is therefore considered prudent, noting that future
cost and consumption factors likely to drive costs and sales are complex and multi-dimensional.
Modelling these complexities would necessitate introducing numerous parameters, all of which
remain speculative at best.
To illustrate, the following factors are likely to influence the distributors’ future costs:
•

inflation (many operating costs, such as staff costs and other day-to-day costs are
influenced by the inflation rate as well as its changes from one to the next month);

•

changes in staff complement;

•

foreign exchange rates (many of the network assets are affected by changes in these
rates);

•

commodity prices (some network assets are affected by changes in these prices);

•

tariff increases that the regulator grants to electricity generators (changes in tariff rates,
changes in tariff structure, changes in the balance between tariff elements, changes in
TOU time slots), and these in turn drive a multitude of internal and external factors that
directly or indirectly affect future costs and sales;

•

investments in the distributors’ own generation capacity;

•

ongoing maintenance of network assets;

•

network upgrades to cater for changes in future supply and demand, including those
driven by further electrification, industrial development and the siting of decentralised
generation capacity; and

•

the modernisation of grid infrastructure, such as the introduction of a smart(er) grid.

Similarly, the following factors are likely to influence the distributors’ future sales:
•

the development of the country’s overall economy and economic climate;

•

the pace and changes to the development of country’s industrial base;

•

investments in energy efficient technologies by end-users;

•

self-generation technologies installed by end-users;

•

energy storage technologies used by end-users;

•

the emergence of new national development opportunities;

•

consumer responses to price (tariff) signals and tariff increases/ decreases;
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•

consumer responses to changes in the tariff structure and specific tariff charges, such as
fixed charges;

•

consumer reactions to awareness and education;

•

further electrification of previously unelectrified areas, and the balance between grid and
off-grid electrification approaches.

The above factors clearly illustrate that any attempt to forecast future costs and sales involves
dealing with a multitude of complexities and interrelationships, many of which will remain purely
speculative. As a result, the approach adopted in the present Study is to develop tariff paths in
real terms, and assuming that both real costs and sales remain unchanged.
These tariff paths are guided by the changes in real tariffs (i.e. the rate of change of individual
tariff charge rates) as well as the projected overall customer impacts (i.e. rate of change of the
total average customer bill). Tariff paths are only developed for the main customer categories as
covered in this Report, namely residential, social, general, general demand, institutional and
institutional demand. If other connection categories have to be dealt with, licensees can follow
the same guidelines as are applied in determining the tariff paths presented in this Study.
The following limits are imposed to cap the tariff changes in real terms, thereby limiting the total
annual cost increase incurred by electricity consuming end-users:
•

limit the overall value of cross-subsidies, i.e. seek to reduce cross-subsidies over time to
ensure that tariffs become more cost reflective, as mandated by Cabinet 2;

•

in real terms, the annual increase on an end-user’s total electricity bill (for all customer
categories) is limited to a maximum of 5%;

•

the rate of increase of any individual tariff charge (e.g. energy, fixed, capacity or
demand plus access charge) is limited to a maximum of 25%;

•

exceptions to individual charge limits are allowed in case where new charges are
introduced, provided that the annual increase on an end-user’s total electricity bill is
limited to a maximum of 5%;

•

decreases of an end-user’s total electricity bill and/or individual charges are uncapped.

The departure point for the tariff path is the existing weighted average tariffs of the 20 licensees
included in the Study. The target tariff to be reached within five years is determined using an
iterative modelling process that takes the indicative tariff as baseline target after five years and
modifies it by taking a cross-subsidy package into account which is shaped such that a) customer
impacts are managed within the limits given above, and b) cross-subsidy levels are reduced over
time.
The primary/priority factor driving changes is therefore the development towards more costreflective computed charge levels and structures, while the secondary driver is the reduction of
cross-subsidies in parallel where feasible. Social tariffs are kept largely constant, pending
clarification of political priorities on cross-subsidies.
The next section presents the results of the modelling of the future tariff path.

2

There is no specific policy directive as to how cost-reflectiveness is to be achieved, noting that social and national
development priorities impose their own requirements on how and how quickly cost reflective tariffs can be achieved.
This implies that Government must pronounce itself on how cost-reflectiveness is to be achieved. Once a Government
directive is available the tariff path(s) may need to be further revised to comply with such pronouncements on policy.
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9.4.3 Overall Price Path
The model to plan future tariff levels is based on the target tariffs as well as the constrains imposed
on the rate changes as were introduced in section 9.3. Table 28 provides a summary of the
existing subsidy levels as well as target subsidy levels as used in the model.
Table 28: Existing (left) and target subsidy levels (right)
Existing Scenario Year 0
Tariff Drivers
Connections / fixed charges
Sales / energy charges
Capacity charges

Residential
UnderRecovery

Social
UnderRecovery

General
Overrecovery

90%
10%
30%

100%
0%
75%

100%
30%
-32%

General
Demand
Overrecovery
500%
7%
70%

Projected Future Scenario Year 5

Institutional
Overrecovery
350%
57%
40%

Institutional
Demand
Overrecovery
1000%
30%
170%

Residential
General
Social UnderUnderOverRecovery
Recovery
recovery
25%
0%
30%

100%
0%
70%

100%
0%
25%

General
Demand
Overrecovery
400%
0%
60%

Institutional
Overrecovery
325%
0%
35%

Institutional
Demand
Overrecovery
600%
0%
70%

The subsidy levels depicted in Table 28 are designed to move charge levels from the existing
towards the target levels, while leading to a reduction of the required cross-subsidies. This implies
that residential and social tariffs generate more revenue than they did in the past, while reducing
the over-recovery on general and institutional end-users. This necessitates a delicate balance, to
ensure that the net impact on general and general demand tariffs remains acceptable. While
this Report focuses on the national average tariffs, the reports for the individual distribution
licensees include the results of relevance to the tariffs and tariff levels for each such entity, noting
that the impacts on individual licensee tariff paths are significantly different than those shown for
the overall tariff path discussed in this section.
Figure 54 depicts the overall national electricity price path, based on the constraints listed above.
Figure 54: 5-year electricity price path (real terms)

Figure 54 allows for the following observations:
•

residential tariffs show a steady year-on-year increase;

•

social tariffs essentially remain constant;

•

general demand tariffs show a slight decrease over time;

•

general tariffs show a steady year-on-year increase;

•

institutional and institutional demand tariffs show a steady year-on-year reduction; and
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•

average tariffs show a slight year-on-year increase, because the overall tariffs are not fully
cost reflective and the model ignores revenue from other connection categories.

Figure 55 depicts the year-on-year percentage changes in the electricity price, illustrating the
moderate annual real growth at which residential and general electricity prices are projected to
increase, while the other categories show a year-on-year decrease, except for social tariffs which
remain constant.
Figure 55: Year-on-year percentage changes in the overall electricity price

9.4.4 Price Path per Charge Type
Figure 56 depicts the 5-year price path for the fixed and capacity charges of the main customer
categories, while Figure 57 depicts the associated year-on-year price changes for these charges.
Figure 56: 5-year price path for fixed (left) and capacity charges (right)
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Figure 57: Year-on-year percentage changes of fixed (left) and capacity charges (right)

Figure 58 depicts the price path for post-paid and prepaid energy charges, while Figure 59
depicts the year-on-year price changes for post-paid and prepaid energy charges.
Figure 58: 5-year price path for post-paid (left) and prepaid energy charges (right)

Figure 59: Year-on-year percentage changes of post-paid (left) and prepaid energy charges (right)

Figure 60 shows the impact of the tariff path on the average tariff level per connection category,
demonstrating the average tariff move from the existing tariff towards the indicative level (and
beyond, in the case of general tariffs, who are called upon to generate an increased cross-
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subsidy contribution). It also illustrates the decision not to materially change social tariffs, pending
further policy guidance.
Figure 60: Existing vs indicative vs projected tariff levels (real terms)

Figure 61 illustrates the impact of the tariff path as elaborated above on the level of crosssubsidies paid or received by the main connection categories. It illustrates that a reduction of
cross-subsidies and better alignment of cross-subsidy levels between the two general and the two
institutional categories is achievable over time.
Figure 61: Impact of the tariff path on cross-subsidies

9.5

Conclusions on Future Tariffs and Tariff Paths
The target tariffs and tariff paths developed in the above sections provide a potential direction
for future tariffs to develop towards. This development is driven by three factors, namely:
•

setting more cost reflective target levels per charge and per connection category (driven
by the cost-reflective allocation of costs to charge types and connection categories);

•

the objective of reducing existing cross-subsidies (first by making them more apparent,
and secondly by deliberately reducing them over time, also in the interest of improving
cost-reflectiveness); and
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•

limiting the overall impact that the new tariff charges will have on customers

The setting of indicative target tariffs is based on a clear cost allocation approach. The major
uncertainty of this approach is the use of estimated ADMD which is used to distribute capacity
costs between connection categories. The other determining factors used in the allocation of
costs, i.e. energy use and connection numbers, are better defined and more tangible to use.
The approach used to determine cross-subsidies is one of several such approaches that could in
principle be employed. It is deemed to be a reasonable approach, in that overall tariff levels as
well as individual charge levels are considered. The target reduction of these cross-subsidy levels
over time follows from the postulate of current levels – again this could be done in many ways,
with different objectives, however the chosen approach is deemed reasonable.
While the approach to project tariff paths in real terms and at constant sales quantities seems
limited, it is highly instructive as it focuses on the issues at hand, i.e. to lay down the development
of individual tariff charges of the major connection categories from a purely cost-reflectivity
perspective without the interference of other factors. In reality, such other factors will of course
be important and play a determining role, which implies that the tariff path mapped out in the
present section is certainly modified over time. However, the direction of changes should remain
the same, even if the year-on-year magnitude generally and especially at individual licensee
and connection category level may deviate substantially, driven by these other factors.
It is further recognised that the paths for individual licensees will differ very substantially from the
“national” tariff path elaborated in this section, because their existing tariff levels, charge levels
and cross-subsidy levels are very different from this “average” path. The tariff paths applicable to
individual licensees are further discussed in the licensee-specific stand-alone reports that
complement this Report.
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10 Implementation Plan for Tariff Changes
This section presents a high-level implementation plan to introduce the changes to the tariff
charges and tariffs across the Namibian distribution industry.

10.1 Implementation Steps
The present Study identifies numerous changes that are to be implemented in the EDI to make
tariffs more cost reflective and to improve regulatory oversight and consistency. This requires the
cooperation of all distribution and supply licensees, under the leadership of the regulator.
According to the Electricity Act of 2007, one of the ECB’s core mandates is the regulation of tariffs,
in alignment with Government policy. It is therefore primarily the ECB’s responsibility to ensure that
tariffs of licensees that are approved by the regulator are aligned with policy. It is also the ECB’s
mandate to develop rules, standards, methodologies and other regulatory instruments to enforce
sector-wide compliance.
The above requirements set the primary sequence of implementation steps:
a) The ECB is to set the direction in which tariffs are to develop, which is to be undertaken in
close consultation with licensees;
b) The ECB is to update its regulatory instruments, as is being done through the present Study;
c) The ECB is to guide the licensees to implement the outcomes of the Study and apply the
new and updated regulatory instruments;
d) The ECB is to communicate the general rationale and impacts of the tariff changes to
relevant stakeholders, including Government, licensees and electricity end-users;
e) Licensees need to apply the rules and regulatory guidance provided and ensure that
they develop their tariffs as directed, and the implementation includes adequate
communication with their customers to keep them informed about the tariff changes; and
f)

The ECB is to complete the feedback loop and verify that the tariff applications by the
licensees comply with the agreed-on way forward, that agreed-on changes are
implemented, and that the intended results and outcomes are achieved. This will include
the further refinement of regulatory instruments, the tariff rulebook and methodologies
after consultation with the affected licensees to ensure that overarching tariff objectives
are met while the intended results are achieved.

10.1.1 Development of Direction and Regulatory Instruments
The present Study is designed to assist the ECB in formulating the direction of the EDI’s future tariffs,
and to develop regulatory instruments to assist the regulator and licensees to implement these
changes. Amongst others, the present Study documents and develops the following:
a) Overall tariff priorities and tariff objectives;
b) Standard connection categories;
c) Standard ORM budget line items;
d) An updated ORM with improved focus;
g) A tariff rulebook which elaborates the detailed tariff charge objectives and their rationale;
e) Various proposals for standardising tariff-related matters throughout the EDI; and
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f)

Tools for the ECB to use as part of the tariff review process, to enhance the checks and
balances to ensure that the agreed-on tariff direction and objectives are being
implemented throughout the EDI.

The above outputs are developed in close consultation with the licensees. The ECB is likely to
provide further assistance and training to licensees in the use of the updated ORM and the
implementation of tariff rules and new industry-wide definitions and tariff approaches.
Specifically, the following items will be provided to licensees and/or required for implementation:
i.

An updated ORM which is to be used for the 2019 and subsequent tariff application
processes undertaken by all licensees;

ii.

A tariff rulebook which licensees will be required to abide by and implement in preparing
their 2019 and subsequent tariff applications;

iii.

A standard set of connection charge categories and standard category codes, to be
implemented in the ORM for the 2019 and subsequent tariff applications;

iv.

Regular updating of NENA asset registers and annual submission of such registers along
with the tariff application; and

v.

A calculation of indicative target tariffs, as contained in the updated ORM, to guide
licensees in terms of the required tariff development, which is also used to demonstrate
that progress is made in reaching the desired tariff levels in the annual tariff application.

10.1.2 Implementation by Licensees
All distribution and supply licensees can participate and contribute to the development of the
present Study, through participation in multiple stakeholder workshops, select individual
consultations as well as the review of draft reports. Further, the final reports resulting from the
present Study will be available to all relevant licensees. This forms the basis for licensees’ being
fully and comprehensively informed about the envisaged tariff changes and the updated
regulatory instruments relating to all tariffs applied across the EDI.
Prior to implementation, all relevant licensees are expected to:
a) review the reports emanating from the present Study, including the tariff rulebook and the
updated ORM user manuals;
b) use the updated ORM for the 2019 and subsequent annual tariff review application,
particularly ensuring that full customer, sales and staff information is included;
c) implement the new standardised connection categorisation system when completing the
2019 and subsequent ORMs;
d) compile or update their NENA asset registers and submit these to the ECB with their 2019
tariff application, or as soon as possible thereafter, ensuring that all relevant network
assets are properly captured;
e) ensure that the asset values as per the ORM agree with the NENA asset valuation;
f)

implement the provisions as per the tariff rulebook when designing the 2019 and
subsequent tariff applications;

g) implement the findings of the present Study in terms of the tariff path, while applying their
specific knowledge and understanding of their businesses to fine-tune the path where
appropriate, subject to approval by the ECB;
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h) communicate all tariff-related changes to their customers, including all material changes
to tariff levels, connection categories and conditions of supply, both in the short and the
medium term; and
i)

contact the ECB if any stipulations or requirements need further clarification, or in case
the ECB’s assistance is required as part of the implementation of the updated tariff
methodology.

10.1.3 Monitoring and Verification of the Tariff Implementation Process
A major shortcoming in the implementation of the 2001 Study was that a feedback loop was not
adequately established, meaning that proper monitoring and evaluation processes were not put
in place. This resulted in the regulator not being fully informed about the degree and pace at
which the study’s recommendations were being implemented, and the results that were
achieved. It is therefore important that the ECB focuses on this essential implementation aspect,
by ensuring that the recommendations put forward in the present Study are implemented, that
the desired tariff development paths are being rolled out, and that industry-wide results are
achieved. To this end it is recommended that the short- and long-term monitoring programs as
presented in the next sub-sections are applied.

10.1.3.1 Short-term Activities
A cornerstone of the short-term monitoring and evaluation process rests on the scrutiny of the
licensees’ annual tariff adjustment submissions by the ECB:
a) The updated ORM will contain a set of basic change indicators that will assist the ECB to
monitor that progress is being made towards reaching target tariffs;
b) The updated ORM will enhance the ECB’s ability to review each licensee’s budget by
availing their budget, its allocation to standard ORM line items, the ECB’s budget
interventions as well as a comparison to previously approved and latest forecast costs,
and in this way ensure that each assessment is systematically and transparently
undertaken;
c) An annual comparative control workbook will allow the ECB to capture and compare key
features of all licensees’ ORMs for a given year, also allowing for an instant review while
also being able to be used to extract key comparative data from proposed tariffs and
proposed budgets;
d) A comparative control workbook will allow the ECB to view and compare the progression
of each licensee’s tariff designs, sales and budgets over time;
e) The ECB will annually review any fine-tuning of the calculated tariff path by licensees;
f)

The ECB is to call for and moderate one to two annual distribution industry meetings, at
which all distribution-relevant issues are jointly discussed, and common approaches
agreed, including issues related to the implementation of the tariff transition paths; and

g) The ECB will annually check that the cross-subsidy levels contained in the licensee’s tariff
application do not increase subsidy levels, unless specifically approved as part of formal
subsidy mechanisms such as the NEST.

To facilitate the implementation of the above tools it is recommended that the ECB publishes a
timeline for the annual tariff review process at the beginning of each calendar year. This is to
outline the key submission deadlines for initial budget submissions by licensees, the dates for the
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completion of the budget review between each licensee and the ECB, and the target date for
the submission of final tariff applications following the approval of the bulk tariffs.
As the approval of bulk tariffs is often delayed it is recommended that licensees submit draft tariff
applications to allow the ECB to scrutinise all budget aspects except the bulk purchase cost and
the proposed tariff development path. For example, licensees should aim to submit their operating
cost and sales quantity budgets between end-March and mid- April, which allows the ECB at
least one full month for scrutiny and to engage with individual licensees on issues relating to their
proposed operating budget, asset register and projected sales and to undertake the necessary
checks regarding the quality and completeness of data used in the submissions.

10.1.3.2 Long-term Activities
Besides ensuring that changes are implemented in the annual tariff review process, the ECB must
also track long-term developments and development trends to ensure that these move the
industry in the direction as intended by policy. Depending on the pace of change in sales and
operating costs it is recommended that the ECB reviews the progress of the implementation
process against the baseline target tariffs and baseline cross-subsidy estimates after three but not
later than five years, i.e. in 2021 or latest 2023.
A long-term update of the tariff methodology and associated regulatory tools could involve repopulating the model developed for the present Study and comparing the results (specifically
cross-subsidy levels at the time and difference between target tariffs and actual tariffs) to the
baseline results. Such a review would serve to re-assess the direction of developing charges and
the desired versus actual cross-subsidy levels as and when changes in the external circumstances
require.
Figure 62 illustrates the long-term monitoring process as introduced in this section.
Figure 62: Proposed long-term monitoring process
Align with
policy
objectives

Review of
policy and
tariff objectives

Set pricing
targets

Annual
monitoring to
set tariff
direction

3- to 5-year
monitoring and
re-alignment

10.2 Communication Requirements
A number of the changes as recommended in the present Study are considered substantial and
are expected to introduce considerable changes across the EDI. It is for this reason that the ECB
and the licensees must effectively communicate the rationale for and expected impacts that
these changes are likely to have on all relevant stakeholders.
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Table 29 summarises the requirements associated with the implementation of the changes in the
tariff methodology and associated tariff levels as recommended in the present Study.
Table 29: Requirements to ensure the effective communication of tariff changes
Change Item / Topic

Communication

Outcomes of the present Study

ECB to brief the Minister of the Ministry of Mines
and Energy on the key outcomes of the present
Study, specifically linking the Study and its
implementation to policy objectives, and
sensitising issues that necessitate further discussions
and/or resolution at policy level.

Change of connection category –

ECB issues general media notification(s) about the
overall, industry-wide changes as appropriate,
regarding items such as naming conventions,
rationale for a changed tariff methodology and
tariff charges, as well as the general direction of
future tariff developments.

•
•
•
•
•

naming,
charge structure,
current limiter rules,
major development of charge levels,
tariff charge application rules

Licensees to inform affected customers in writing,
either individually (with the bill) or by means of
notices at offices and pay points. Face-to-face
communications at such community meetings are
also highly recommended.
Licensees to train all relevant staff members
interacting with end-users on the impending
changes and their rationale, to ensure that staff
can explain such changes to customers.

Change in tariff levels, implementation of the tariff
development path

ECB to issue general media notification(s) about
overall, industry-wide tariff and tariff-related
objectives as appropriate, including by relating
such changes to national policy objectives, and
with a view to educate consumers as to the likely
future tariff trends in the Namibian EDI.
Licensees to inform affected customers in writing,
either individually (with the bill) or by means of
notices at offices and pay points. Face-to-face
communications at community meetings are also
highly recommended.

Changes in the ORM, new tariff rulebook and tariff
review processes

ECB to provide licensees with an introduction to
the new regulatory instruments during the Phase 3
workshop which finalises the present Study.
ECB may offer additional training to select staff of
licensees, to ensure that licensees are fully
updated on the new set of regulatory instruments.
Such assistance is best offered on request by
licensees.

It is recommended that the following additional communication guidelines are implemented:
a) a single overview presentation is to be compiled, explaining the rationale for the changes
to the existing tariff methodology and the approach towards developing tariff charges. It
is recommended that the central messages are to be standardised as far as possible, and
must be readily understandable, including to a non-specialist audience. A single industrywide overview presentation containing the key messages is recommended, as individual
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communications developed by licensees (or third-party providers) may cause confusion
amongst end-users;
b) in all communications with stakeholders, it is important to emphasise that a changing tariff
methodology has benefits and consequences. In this context it is important to state the
rationale and implications of the envisaged changes, and that an interactive multistakeholder development approach was used to agree on the direction and application
of the new approach, which is guided by national policy goals. It is essential that divisive
communications, for example “the ECB directed that these changes must be made” be
avoided, and that communications should not blame the policy maker or regulator for
specific developments; and
c) messages that form part of the overall tariff implementation communications approach
are to avoid the unnecessary repetition of content, and seek to minimise any potential
conflict between the policy maker, the regulator and the various EDI actors.
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11 Conclusions and Next Steps
This Report is the Phase 2 Report under the Electricity Control Board’s National Electricity Tariff
Study for the Electricity Distribution Industry. The following sections provide high-level conclusions
and an outline of the next steps to finalise the present Study.

11.1 Conclusions
The key conclusions from the Study include the following:
a. The Namibian EDI faces both short- and long-term challenges that are directly
attributable to the electricity industry’s high cost base.
b. Current market developments act as an important driver that re-shapes the country’s
distribution industry in its entirety. Today’s end-users have more options to reduce their
reliance and dependency on services provided by electricity utilities than they have ever
had before. This necessitates industry-wide efforts to enhance value-focused services that
meet the changing needs of electricity end-users.
c. Throughout the past decade, considerable annual tariff escalations have characterised
electricity end-user charges. These constitute a key challenge for the future operations of
the country’s distribution industry. In this context it is however important to emphasise that
the end-user price of electricity has increased at a lower rate than the rate of increase of
the bulk cost of electricity.
d. For grid electricity to remain competitive it will be critically important that all necessary
efforts are made that the total cost of grid-supplied electricity is reduced over time.
e. Achieving cost reflective tariffs and tariff charges across all customer categories is a
critically important goal for the EDI. The present Report focuses on moving the EDI’s overall
tariff regime closer to this desired end-state.
f.

The scale and scope of cross-subsidies characterising the present-day EDI is immense. The
present Report suggests how EDI tariff charges can be gradually changed to arrest a
further escalation of such cross-subsidies.

g. Analyses undertaken as part of the present Study have been challenged by the lack of
reliable, consistent and complete datasets. The results presented in this Report bear
testimony that the data quality contained in both the licensees’ ORMs and NENA datasets
is in some cases of poor quality, and therefore limits the conclusions that can be drawn
from it. This is another industry-wide challenge, which also impedes effective regulatory
guidance and oversight. This Report puts forward recommendations to strengthen the
quality and integrity of data raised by EDI licensees, and its management by the regulator.
h. The operations of the main EDI licensees are substantially different from one another,
rendering a direct comparison of asset bases and cost-structures difficult and complex.
The EDI’s limited size and small number of licensees emphasises the diversity of the industry,
which is also evident from the data underpinning the analyses. Opportunities for a
meaningful comparison of EDI entities remain limited.
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i.

Objectives for tariffs and tariff charges have been developed and are expected to be
useful in guiding the further development and application of tariffs in future.

j.

The development of a tariff path towards more cost reflective tariffs demonstrates that it
is possible to make tangible progress towards more cost reflective tariffs over a five-year
time horizon, even though full cost-reflectivity cannot be reached during this time without
imposing excessive impacts on customers. Tariff paths for individual licensees are
expected to be useful in setting a tariff development direction for each licensee.

k.

Various recommendations arise from the assessments undertaken as part of the present
Study. These are presented in the various sections of this Report. The recommendations
put forward have been extensively discussed with the regulator, as well as with most of
the key EDI licensees, both in individual sessions as well as during national stakeholder
workshops. The iterative process followed during the Study has resulted in the
recommendations as contained in this Report, as well as the set of actionable steps to
gradually transform the application of the country’s distribution tariff methodology for the
benefit of the country’s electricity end-users and the EDI.

l.

The tariff transition paths for individual licensees differ very substantially from the national
tariff path elaborated in this Report, which is because their current tariff levels, charges
and cross-subsidy levels are very different from the average national tariffs. Tariff paths
applicable to individual licensees are discussed in licensee-specific stand-alone reports
that complement this Report.

m. The implementation of the recommendations contained in this Report, and specifically
the introduction of the tariff transition paths for Namibian electricity distributors, will have
considerable impacts for electricity end-users, EDI operators as well as the regulator. The
scope of the present Study did not allow for an assessment of the micro- and macroeconomic impacts that are likely to arise as a result of the implementation of the
recommendations put forward.
n. Changing the status quo is often difficult and may not be popular. While the ECB has a
clear legal mandate to regulate electricity tariffs and cost-reflective tariffs are mandated
by prevailing Government policy, it is by no means a forgone conclusion that the local
and national buy-in that is necessary to successfully implement the proposed tariff
transition paths will be forthcoming, despite the likely benefits associated with more costreflective electricity tariffs and the reduction of cross-subsidies across the EDI.

11.2 Next Steps
The Terms of Reference guiding this Study lay down the next steps to be undertaken. Following
the completion of Phase 2 of the Study, as is summarised in this Report, Phase 3 is to follow and
conclude the Study. It will focus on updating the ECB’s regulatory tools, based on the outputs of
Phase 1 and 2, and focus on updating the ORM and related documentation and procedures. As
done for Phase 1 and Phase 2, the results of this final phase of the Study will be shared with
relevant stakeholders at a stakeholder workshop.
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12 Summary of Recommendations
This section summarises all main recommendations as put forward in this Report.
The format used in this section is to enable the reader to cross-reference the recommendations
to those sections in the Report from where they originate. This will also ease the monitoring and
verification process which is to be carried out as part of the overall implementation activities.

Table 30: Summary of recommendations
#

Topic

Recommendations

1

NENA datasets

The ECB is to
•

Section
Number
6.5

quality-assure all data prior to their incorporation into
existing NENA datasets.

&
9.1

Licensees are to
•

regularly update their NENA datasets.

2

Tariff relief for
MV-connected
customers

•

Customers connecting to MV assets (and therefore not
using the transformation and LV networks) are to be
exempted from payments for the depreciation and return
on LV networks and transformation assets.

6.5

3

Allocation of
total
depreciation &
return on assets

•

Total depreciation and return on assets are to be
allocated on the basis of the customers’ estimated ADMD
as are to be estimated/determined by licensees.

6.5

4

Net metering installed
generation
capacity

•

The net metering rule - pertaining to installed generation
capacity not exceeding a customer’s installed capacity
to the network - is to be reviewed.

6.5

5

Connection
Fees

•

The ECB is to review the practice of allowing depreciation
charges on customer-funded assets while deducting
connection fees from the revenue requirement.

7.11

6

Staff cost in
ORM’s O&M
sheet

As part of the update of the ORM,
•

staff cost is to be separated out from the O&M cost;

•

a definition is to be created that correctly links the stated
number of employees to the number of employees that
are included in each licensee’s budget.
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7.2

#

Topic

Recommendations

7

Levies in
“other income”

As part of the update of the ORM,

Grant-funded
assets

The ECB is to

Non-network
assets

The ECB is to

Allocation of
licensee budget
within the ORM

As part of the update of the ORM,

8

9

10

11

12

13

•

•

•

7.9

establish a procedure to reliably determine the proportion
of grant-funded assets used by all distribution licensees.
7.10

increase the focus on non-network assets in the
determination of each licensee’s total allowable return on
assets.

the number of cost centres to which licensees are to
allocate their detailed budgets is to be reduced and
standardised;

•

a “budget input” sheet is to be added to the ORM, into
which licensees are to insert their detailed operating
budget, and from which budget lines are to be allocated
to appropriate line items within the ORM.

Showing original
and amended
budget in ORM

As part of the update of the ORM,

TOUdifferentiated
demand
charges

The ECB is to

Balancing the
requirements of
customer selfgeneration
while protecting
the national
distribution grid

The ECB in collaboration with EDI actors is to

•

•

7.8

levies are to be excluded from “other income” and are to
be dealt with separately in the ORM.

•

•

Section
Number

7.12

7.12

the budget sheet is to be amended to allow the original
budget applied for by a licensee to be viewed separately
from the changes that the ECB makes to individual
budget items.
8.3.4

consider the merits of time differentiated demand charge
approaches in consultation with licensees.

seek guidance from the policy maker regarding a
common position that reflects the balance between the
promotion of customer self-generation while protecting
the electricity distribution grid.
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8.3.5

#

Topic

Recommendations

14

ADMD estimates

Licensees are to
•

Section
Number
8.5.3

review the ADMD estimates put forward in this Study, and
as documented in the individual licensee reports, and
improve them based on the detailed understanding of
their customer base, for final approval by the ECB.

The ECB is to
•

15

Special tariffs for
resellers

initiate and/or sponsor research to improve the estimation
of ADMD for Namibian connection categories.

Re-distributors are not to
•

8.7

be offered any special distribution tariffs, as there is no
compelling reason to do so.

Licensees are to
•

16

17

18

Prepaid
connections

be permitted to exercise reasonable flexibility in regard to
connection categories allocated to re-distributors.

Prepaid meters are to be availed to
•

residential end-users benefitting from NEST;

•

low-consumption
single-phase
residential
and
commercial/general end-users, provided that the crossover point to post-paid tariffs is judiciously set;

•

general end-users having a low load factor while requiring
a sizeable current limiter; and

•

temporary connections (at the discretion of the licensee).

Prepaid
connections
(special
conditions)

Licensees may

Post-paid
connections

Post-paid meters are to be availed to

•

8.8

8.8

consider introducing current limited connections on a
special prepaid tariff in cases where highly seasonal
residential consumption occurs (e.g. holiday homes).

•

connections equipped with behind-the-meter renewable
energy generation plant and/or energy storage plant and
equipment;

•

connections which require to be demand metered;

•

connections that are on TOU tariffs; and

•

connections with average monthly electrical energy
daws exceeding the pre-paid cross-over point applicable
to the given tariff regime.
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8.8

#

Topic

19

Recommendations

Licensees should
•

classify their other charges using the new category
structure;

•

exclude charges not required to be approved by the ECB
from the schedule of approved other charges.

Section
Number
8.9

The ECB is to
•

20

21

22

23

24

work with the licensees towards industry standard levels for
charges where the underlying cost can reasonably be
similar for all licensees, including the level of deterrent
penalty fees.

ORM cost
structure

As part of the update of the ORM,

Network
performance
data

The ECB is to

•

the ORM cost structure is to be updated to enhance the
uniformity of submissions by licensees.
9.1

•

collect network performance data from all licensees;

•

regularly collate network performance data;

•

use network performance data as part of the regulatory
review of the annual tariff applications submitted by
distribution licensees.

Impact
assessment of
EDI crosssubsidies

The ECB is to

Managing
cross-subsidies in
the EDI

The ECB is to

Annual reassessment of
cross-subsidies

The ECB in close collaboration with licensees is to

•

•

•

9.1

9.2

commission an economic impact analysis to assess the
national impacts that are potentially brought about by
reducing or eliminating the cross-subsidies as exist across
the EDI.
9.2

endeavour that – until the results of the aforementioned
economic impact analysis are available – cross-subsidies
for purposes other than for the approved NEST are to be
moderately reduced, or at least not increased.

annually quantify the level and direction of the flow of
cross-subsidies amongst customer categories, using the
cost allocation method developed in the present Study.
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9.2

#

Topic

Recommendations

25

Annual tariff
review process –
ECB

The ECB is to

26

27

28

10.1

•

publish a timeline for the annual tariff review process at
the beginning of each calendar year, to inform licensees
of the deadlines to submit initial budgets, the budget
review process and the target date for the submission of
final tariff applications following the approval of bulk
tariffs;

•

track the long-term tariff developments and tariff trends
to ensure that these move the industry in the direction as
intended by policy;

•

review the progress of the implementation process
against the baseline target tariffs and baseline crosssubsidy estimates by 2021 and latest 2023.

Annual tariff
review process –
licensees

Licensees are to

ECB
Consultations
with licensees

The ECB is to

Communication
requirements
during the tariff
implementation
process

The recommendations are summarised in Table 29 (page 88)
of this Report.

•

•

Section
Number

10.1

submit draft tariff applications prior to the finalisation of
the approval of bulk tariffs, to allow the ECB to scrutinise
all budget aspects except the bulk purchase cost and the
proposed tariff development path.
10.1

organise and facilitate an interactive forum with licensees
at least once a year to address and resolve common
issues experienced across the industry.
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10.2

#

Topic

Recommendations

29

Communication
guidelines

The communication approach is to be supported by
•

a single industry-wide overview presentation that explains
the rationale for the changes to the existing tariff
methodology, and the approach to be used to introduce
the new tariff charges, tariff levels and the tariff transition
paths;

•

a communication protocol that includes the rationale
and implications of the changes made to the national
tariff methodology as elaborated in this Report, and the
process that was used to determine the direction and
application of the new tariff regime as expressed in the
tariff transition paths; and

•

clear and easy-to-understand messages that seek to
minimise any potential conflict between the policy maker,
the regulator, the various EDI actors and electricityconsuming end-users.
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Section
Number
10.2

